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Hilary Hahn

The Auction
Beau Bradley sat on his faded blue recliner watching the six o’clock news.
His plain green t-shirt was tucked neatly into his favorite pair of Levi’s, and
his brown loafers sat on the ﬂoor next to him. The news was almost over.
He kept looking up the wooden staircase to see if his wife, Sarah, was done
getting ready. She had the whole day off from the Bakersville State Bank,
and he didn’t understand how she could still be late. He was done with his
carpentry work by ﬁve and ready by six; surely she could have been ready by
now.
“Sarah! Let’s go. We’re gonna be late!”
“I’ll be down in a minute!”
“Women,” he mumbled. Even after thirty years of marriage he didn’t
understand Sarah at times.
The annual Bakersville charity auction would start at seven, and if they
left now, they could make it to Big Red’s auction house by then. Even though
the bidding didn’t start until seven-thirty, Beau wanted to be there by seven.
He hated being late, and besides, the whole town was going to be there.
Beau knew this year’s charity auction wouldn’t be any different than the
last ﬁfteen he had been to. He could picture them all. Old grey-haired Betsy
Rae would be there because she would never miss out on hearing the latest
town gossip. Bob and Suzy McGee would be there eating all the free cookies,
while their three children ran around wild. And Ed and Rita Howard were
sure to be putting on their usual kissy-face show, even though everyone knew
they fought all the time at home.
At six-thirty, Sarah ﬁnally made her way down the steps. She was wearing
a red turtleneck to hide the unwanted stomach fat she gained after having
three boys, dark blue jeans, and black boots. Her dark brown hair was loosely
curled and rested neatly on her shoulders. Sarah’s fashion-conscientious style
contrasted to the simple way in which Beau dressed. He wasn’t into impressing
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people with his clothes; he was content with wearing his plain t-shirts and
faded jeans. Sarah still looked like she was in her thirties—thanks to the
help of cosmetics—while Beau seemed aged. His brown hair had become a
thin mesh of gray, and varnish stained his worn hands. At times, it made him
uncomfortable to think that they might look like an odd couple—like Sarah
was way out of his league.
“Ready?” she asked.
“Yeah. Let’s go,” Beau said.
Beau and Sarah hopped into his white Ford truck and headed to Big Red’s.
When they were ﬁrst married, Sarah always sat right next to him. Beau would
take her hand and place it on the stickshift, then he would place his hand on top
of hers, and together they would shift the truck into different gears. He liked
sharing this with her, the way they would go from ﬁrst—third—ﬁfth—and
back, until they were in neutral and at their destination.
Tonight, Sarah sat with her small frame pressed against the passengerside door. Her whole body, even her head, was turned away from Beau and
looking toward the world outside. They were only a few feet away, but Beau
felt the distance between them. And this wasn’t the ﬁrst time either. When their
youngest son moved out, they thought it would be great having the house to
themselves again. Besides talking about their jobs, their kids, and the weather,
they seemed to have lost communication. When Beau got off work, Sarah was
no longer in the kitchen cooking a big meal; she’d be holding up a canned or
boxed food item in her hand, suggesting, “you pick . . . macaroni and cheese,
or chili.” They didn’t even sleep in the same bed anymore. Sarah made Beau
sleep in the guest bedroom because he snored too loudly and she couldn’t sleep.
He didn’t like this at ﬁrst. He didn’t understand why his snoring bothered
her, but he slept in the guest bed and eventually got used to not sleeping with
Sarah.
Beau was the ﬁrst to break the silence between them in the truck. “Did
you donate anything this year?” Beau asked. He never donated anything. It
wasn’t that he didn’t want to; he just left it up to Sarah. She always knew
what to give and what to keep.
“Yeah. Just the usual. You know, things we don’t need anymore.”
Except for the faint sound of country music coming from the radio, the
rest of their ride was silent. Once they rounded the ﬁnal corner, Beau could
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see the trail of headlights ﬂoating toward the auction house. When the truck
hit the long gravel road that led to Big Red’s, the sound of rattling rocks ﬁlled
their ears. It was close to seven, and Beau could see that the grass parking lot
was almost full. Shawn Foley’s canary yellow Mustang was parked further
back in the ﬁeld so no one would nick his doors. Beau wasn’t about to park
that far away; he could have cared less who hit his door—his Ford was nearly
twenty years old and had been through three wrecks. Once he reached the
mass of cars, Beau decided to park his truck between the Johnson’s rusty Buick
and Ben Gibson’s Harley.
By now it was dark. When they stepped out of the truck, a cool September
breeze blew over their shoulders. Sarah was always cold, and she raced ahead
of Beau so she could hurry inside. Beau took his time. The wind didn’t bother
him; he was used to working outside. Although his specialty was cabinets,
he loved the outdoors and often helped other local carpenters build houses.
The auction house was in full view now. Other than the two white doors, Big
Red’s was exactly what its name implied—a big, red metal shed.
From outside, Beau could hear the sheltered sound of noise. Once he opened
the white door, everything roared to life. He could hear Walter Readington
and Roy Sanders laughing in the corner as they tugged at their Wranglers, and
chugged the canned beer they weren’t supposed to bring inside. The “Gino
Sisters,” a group of high society ladies, were whispering words of gossip in
the corner. And, as usual, the McGee children were running wild, screaming
and hitting each other as they ran through the crowd.
Instead of carpeted ﬂoors or comfortable chairs, the Bakersville auction
house took on a different look. The ﬂoor was what one could call natural—it
was made strictly of gravel. Wooden picnic tables were scattered throughout
the room. The charity committee did improvise the room a bit. To make
the picnic tables more “homey,” each one was covered with a red and white
checkered plastic cloth. Each table also had a centerpiece, which consisted
of a thin blue vase that held one single carnation.
On the left side of the room there was a snack area. Grandma Richardson,
as the locals called her, had baked her famous chocolate chip cookies, as well
as homemade apple cider. There were plenty of other goodies, ranging from
gingersnaps to brownies to pumpkin bars. A paper sign over the snack table
read, in bright blue marker, “Bakersville Goodies: Made From the Heart.”
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Although the treats were free, donation boxes were strewn about the table and,
except for the McGees, everyone always donated.
Against the back wall in the middle of the room, Beau could see the
main stage. It was only a few feet tall, and four by seven picnic tables long.
A cedar podium was set off to the right hand side, and the rest of the stage
was covered with auction items. You name it; it was all on the stage: copper
kettles, yelloware, ping-pong tables, basketball hoops, bookshelves, stuffed
animals, Bakersville Baker’s gear, candles.
The auction house was full of locals, and Beau scanned the room looking
for Sarah. Among some Bakersville teenagers, Beau saw Sarah talking to her
good friend, Suzie. He was on his way to talk to them when Ralph Mayﬁeld
slapped Beau’s shoulder from behind and said, “Hey, buddy!”
Beau quickly turned his head. He was startled a bit at ﬁrst but then smiled
and said, “Ralph. Good to see you here.” Ralph and his younger brother, Ray,
owned Mayﬁeld Brother’s Construction, and Beau had helped them out on
several occasions. Ralph and Ray were both older than Beau, but they didn’t
act like it. The Mayﬁeld brothers always found time to drink Pabst on the job,
or whistle at any woman with legs that walked by their job site.
“Come here. I gotta show you this,” Ralph said, as he motioned for
Beau.
Beau followed Ralph to the stage full of auction items. “Look,” Ralph
said, pointing to a calendar that was propped up against an old television.
“Yeah,” Beau said, “looks like a calendar or poster.”
“It’s a calendar. Can you see what’s on it?”
“No.”
“Good,” Ralph chuckled. “It’s a Playboy calendar. I stuck it up there
quickly when I got here. I can’t wait to see the look on everyone’s face when
they go to auction it off.”
Beau laughed with him. “Always playin’ tricks, aren’t ya, Ralph.”
Ralph was looking toward the front entrance. “You know it,” Ralph said.
“But, hey. I’ll catch up with you later. I think my new ﬂavor of the week just
walked in.”
As Ralph walked away, Beau shook his head and laughed. He gave the
Playboy calendar one last look, but before he left, something else caught his
eye. Among the clutter of auction items, Beau noticed the top of what looked
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like a rocking chair. He walked closer to the left side of the stage to examine
it. When he got there, all he could make out was the top of the chair. That was
all he needed to see. It couldn’t be, he thought, it just couldn’t be. Within the
oak headrest, two birds of paradise stared blankly back at him. There couldn’t
be another like it in the world—it wasn’t possible.
It was the chair he built for Sarah almost thirty years ago when she was
pregnant with their ﬁrst son. Having a child with her meant everything to
Beau, and he wanted to give her something special in return. Before a baby
was in the picture, the two of them had spent countless nights rocking back and
forth on their front porch swing. They would talk for hours, and Sarah always
reminded Beau why she loved to rock. She’d tell him how her mother always
rocked her to sleep as a child, and how that back and forth motion comforted
her.
Beau wanted his children to feel what Sarah had felt as her mother rocked
her to sleep and he wanted Sarah to pass this feeling onto her children. Most of
all, he wanted the chair to be a surprise. Beau did most of his cabinet work in
an old barn that stood on their property, and since the fumes could be harmful
to the unborn child, he knew he could build it there without Sarah ﬁnding
out.
Their baby was due in August, and Beau wanted the rocking chair to be
done by then. Through the month of July, Beau worked vigorously on his
surprise. He started with a block of solid oak wood and from there he began
shaping. With an electric saw he started to slowly cut his pieces. Most of his
cabinet work he did with ease, but he took his time on this; everything had to
be perfect.
The July heat was scorching that year, and as Beau delicately crafted each
piece, sweat dripped from his body, causing the sawdust to stick to his skin.
Once the framework was completed, he had one last task. He couldn’t just
give Sarah a plain rocking chair; he wanted to hand carve something special
in its headrest. Beau didn’t have to think hard. Sarah loved ﬂowers. She was
always pointing them out to Beau, and telling him their meanings.
“You know what my favorite ﬂower is,” she said one afternoon.
“No.”
“Birds of Paradise.”
“What?” She went on to explain to Beau that the birds of paradise ﬂower
looks like a bird. But what she liked about it the most was its symbolism—it
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symbolized joyfulness. She told him how she felt like they were two birds of
paradise joined together to be forever joyful with one another.
It took Beau three days to skillfully carve a birds of paradise ﬂower in
the left corner and one in the right. He would press the carving knife hard
against the wood and push up. Curved pieces of wood dropped onto the ﬂoor
as he worked. When the stem and the fan-like shape of a tropical bird’s head
had been carved, Beau went back over it. He gracefully went over the design,
smoothing its edges. Once all the pieces were put together and secured, he
varnished the wood for a ﬁnal touch. The rocking chair was perfect. Sarah
would love it.
Everyone began to take their seats as soon as Red, the auctioneer, made
his way to the stage. Beau scanned the room for his wife, and saw her sitting
next to Suzie in front of the stage. He walked toward her in a fast pace of
anger. Our rocking chair; how could she do it, he thought. Beau put on a fake
smile and nodded as he passed the Werners, Mr. Hyland, Mayor Cole, anyone
he knew. Sarah was sitting at the end of the picnic table, and Beau took a seat
across from her. They were right in the heat of the action.
Red stood center stage. He was a short, heavy-set man with a bad
comb-over and thick glasses. But he had a strong voice and could bellow out
auction items better than anyone in the area. In a deep tone, he welcomed the
people of Bakersville and neighboring friends, and thanked them for coming
to the annual charity auction. While he spoke, the whole crowd sat quiet, and
everyone’s eyes and ears focused on him. He reminded everyone that the
auction items were graciously donated by the wonderful men, women, and
children of Bakersville. Red also reassured the crowd that all proceeds would
go toward helping the town of Bakersville, especially the Bakersville Baker’s
football team, which was in dire need of new equipment.
Since Red was a heavier man and didn’t like to move about the stage too
often, his wife Louise was stuck holding up the auction items as he spoke. The
ﬁrst item up for bid was a quilt that Grandma Richardson sewed by hand.
“Five dollars. Do I hear ﬁve dollars? Oh, I see ﬁfteen. Fifteen. Can
anyone beat ﬁfteen? C’mon folks, Grandma Richardson spent hours makin’
this by hand. Twenty-ﬁve! Remember, folks, the Bakers need new equipment.
We don’t want our boys gettin’ hurt out there. Fifty! Good Lord, thank you,
sir. Fifty. Goin’ once—twice—SOLD to Ed Howard in the back there. Rita
will sure ’preciate that quilt when winter comes.”
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Red spoke loudly, but Beau wasn’t listening. He wanted to say something
to Sarah but there were too many people at their picnic table, and besides,
they were in the front row. If he started an argument now, the whole town of
Bakersville would be talking about them tomorrow. He didn’t understand how
she could give away the rocking chair. He thought of so many mean things to
say, but he would never say them, he loved her with everything he had. And
he realized maybe this was the problem. Maybe he had loved her so much
that he couldn’t see she didn’t love him the same way. Snoring couldn’t be
the only reason she’d made him sleep in the guest bedroom. He knew he
talked about the weather a lot, and when she laughed he thought nothing of
it. The weather intrigued him, but she didn’t care to talk about it—ﬂowers,
installing an outdoor hot tub, trips to Paris, that’s what he should have been
talking about.
The auction carried on in a bustling manner for a half hour. Red sold used
books, china, lawn ornaments; the man would sell all day if he had to. Like
her husband, Louise was on the heavy side, and it took her a while to bring the
next item onto the main stage. Her sleeveless ﬂoral dress was out of season
and the ﬂab on her arms shook as she dragged the rocking chair across the
platform.
“Let’s see. Looks like Louise is bringing us a lovely rocking chair,” Red
said as he pulled his pants over his gut. “The chair has some nice artwork on
it too, folks,” said Red loudly.
It was in plain view. Two birds of paradise and the worn varnish were
illuminated under the spotlight. There was no doubt; it was the chair he had
spent a month working on.
“Five dollars. Let’s start the bidding at ﬁve dollars.”
Beau’s heart started beating faster. He wanted to scream at Red, tell him
to stop, but he couldn’t.
“We’ve got ﬁve. How ’bout ﬁfteen. Folks, someone spent a lot of time
on this.”
A lot of time, Beau thought. He has no idea.
“I hear twenty to the left there. Do I hear thirty? You can’t even ﬁnd a
rocking chair in stores for twenty bucks these days.”
Beau remembered how happy Sarah was when he gave her the rocking
chair. She cried with joy and said it was the most thoughtful thing he had ever
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done for her. He remembered how she rocked all three of their sons to sleep
in that chair when they were infants. Even when they weren’t sleeping, she
still rocked in the chair he gave her, humming a lullaby or reading their sons
a story.
“Thirty! Let’s see forty. This would make a great addition to any
house.”
As Red spoke, Beau sat silent. He looked over at Sarah for some reaction.
Nothing. She wasn’t looking at him or the rocking chair; she just stared blankly
into the distance. He remembered the words she spoke in the truck on the way
to the auction house, “things we don’t need anymore.”
But he needed the rocking chair—without it nothing was left. Beau stood
up and shouted, “Seventy-ﬁve dollars!”
Sarah’s head turned quickly in his direction.
“Wow, folks, looks like we got a new high bidder! Can any one beat
seventy-ﬁve?”
Beau looked at Sarah, but he didn’t say anything. Her eyes said it all.
She was only a few inches away from him now, but the distance he felt was
even stronger than it was in his truck.
“Goin’ once.”
She didn’t love him anymore and he would have to face it.
“Goin’ twice.”
But he wasn’t going to do it without the rocking chair. No one else would
value the chair like he and Sarah had. And he knew, someday, Sarah would
be glad that he had bought the chair and not some stranger.
“SOLD.”
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Barbara Simon

A Moment
I seek the perfect stone—smooth and ﬂat—
And then,
Cradling the skipper in the tripod of my ﬁnger tips,
Snap my wrist.
I hold my breath.
Sun glistens on the liquid glass.
Dragon ﬂies hover, dart—ﬂits of blue and green.
Locust hums consume the air,
Water chills my feet, and
Minnows nibble my toes.
blip, blip, blip, blip, blip
The creek irons itself of circular ripples.
And I exhale.
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Barbara Simon

Accounts Receivable
The grid of desks ﬁlls the room, vacuumed of joy.
Beyond our Ebenezer’s glass vault,
we crouch over our desks, hold our heads like dizzy children,
and regurgitate numbers from receipts into cyber oblivion.
We balance dollars like grounded tight-rope walkers.
Batch after batch of 8 ½ x 11 white, ﬁlled with blackalpha-numeric codes of nameless products run through my ﬁngers
and roll across the ten-key,
a cacophony of nickels, dimes, and quarters ricochets off my eardrums
and through my skull,
The clock keeps time in dog years, so slowly the minutes pass.
Life, never to be recaptured.

Donna Bauerly

Haiku

Dedicated to Dr. David Czarnecki, Professor of Biology
the cardinal
birdcalling territory
as you cede ground

nightfall—
I face the dark
and you, deeper
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Jody Iler

The Family Farm: Destiny or Dinosaur?
Once you have lived on the land, been a partner with its moods, secrets,
and seasons, you cannot leave. The living land remembers, touching you in
unguarded moments, saying, “I am here. You are part of me.”
The Land Remembers
Ben Logan
The road in front of my home used to be gravel. Come fall, across that
road, the steady drone of harvesting ﬁlls the air. At night the lights from
ghost-like combines ﬂicker in the dark ﬁelds, like low-ﬂying UFOs, as
farmers ﬁnish their work, then begin the slow, noisy trek back to the farms.
But now the road is paved. And urban sprawl, like a plague of locusts,
eats away at the land near my home in northeast Iowa, devouring it in great
chunks, spitting out developments of similarly constructed houses, each on
its designated plot of ground. The land—skinned like an animal for its fur,
lies denuded, barely alive.
Just beyond an undulating stretch of plowed-under corn lie newly paved
subdivision roads, fresh sod, spindly saplings and sculptured shrubs held in
place by colored stones. Gone are the ﬁelds once green with corn, beans
and alfalfa, and the pastures dotted with dozing cattle, spring-fed ponds and
crooked, meandering creeks.
The family farm is rooted in America’s birth and remains a revered and
integral symbol of the “freeholder”—a man able to own, work and manage
his land with dignity and self-worth. In the medieval feudal system—the
landowner was the “lord” and the worker, the “serf.” This about-face from
European class orientation gave working people in our young country the
chance to become free-holders, or farmers. And by 1900, farmers made up
38% of the labor force in the United States. But ninety years later, in 1990,
only 2.6% of this labor force remained farmers.
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I am not a farmer, but I live among farmers, and have lived on the
fringes of farms for most of my life. As professional hunting dog trainers, my
husband, Bob, and I own twenty-two acres, complete with horses, dogs and
birds—which qualiﬁes, I suppose, as a sort of mini-farm. We ﬁt easily into
mud and manure-covered boots, hooded Carhartt sweatshirts, and jeans—our
standard work wear, given the stamp of approval by our farmer friends. For
dressy social events like weddings, we scramble through our closets, dusting
off the seldom-worn good clothes and shoes. Finally ready, we look at each
other with ﬁrst-date delight—who is this person?
So you can often spot a farmer by his dress. Our friend Art, a thirdgeneration farmer in western Iowa, sports bib overalls wherever he goes—
town or country, day or night. Those bibs are a part of him, stained by the land
that he has lived and worked on all his life. When he dies, it would be ﬁtting
to bury him in those bibs. Stop in at any country tavern or cafe and you’ll see
folks clad in farmer garb—if you’re wearing something different, eyebrows
may lift, with knowing glances exchanged. And though farmers “clean up
good,” they may—like my husband and me—give themselves away by the
uncomfortable look in their eyes as they adjust their clothes, squirming, and
shift their weight from one foot to another in stiff, seldom-worn shoes.
Another way to spot a farmer is by the wave. Wherever you go, whomever
you meet as you drive along these country roads, you will always receive a
nod, a wave, a lift of the hand on the steering wheel. Farmers acknowledge
others—a courtesy that seems to be fading away in towns and cities. If the
occupants of an approaching truck or car don’t wave at you, they’re probably
not farmers.
One has to live for a long time among farmers to be truly accepted. You
might speed up this process, as I mentioned, by dressing to show that you, too,
are accustomed to hard, dirty work. That you, too, understand how working
outside in sub-zero weather—cracking the skin on your ﬁngers and splitting
your lips—only sweetens the ﬁrst balmy spring day. It helps if you’re also an
independent sort, ready to assist your neighbor at the drop of a hat, yet proud
of your own autonomy.
But more than all this—respect and love for the land must be centered
deep within you, a certainty rooted in your soul—echoed in the words of
William Faulkner: “The land does not belong to us. We belong to the land.”
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One midsummer Sunday afternoon, we met our long-time friends, Bill
and Louise, at a large shopping mall halfway between our home in Dubuque
and their farm in Brooklyn, Iowa. Arriving ﬁrst at Scheel’s sporting goods
store—our designated meeting place—we scanned the doorway, watching
for them, while inspecting Iowa Hawkeye memorabilia.
“There they are.” I nudged Bob.
Bill, wearing a big black cowboy hat, western shirt and jeans over black
cowboy boots—a toothy grin stretched across his weathered, unshaven
face—strode across the store toward us. As always, he overshadowed his
tiny wife.
Heads turned.
“Hey, lady,” Bill boomed, as he grabbed my hands. More heads turned.
Embarrassed, my face ﬂushed, and then I felt ashamed of my
embarrassment.
Bill called every female that he met either “lady” or “girl”—or both—
except for his wife Louise, who was “mother.” Coming from him, it never
seemed offensive.
Heading upstairs to the store’s hunting area, each of us wandered
off to look around. Later, I bumped into Bill, standing in front of a large
painting, his hands clasped behind his back. I moved next to him to look at
the picture—an abandoned farmstead, surrounded by rippling prairie grass,
warmed by late afternoon sunlight slanting across the weathered buildings.
“It’s beautiful, Bill.”
“No . . . no, it ain’t, girl. It’s sad, is what it is. Jest another farm gone.
Another farm that didn’t make it.”
On average, in the forty years between 1961 and 2001, America has lost
over 41,000 family farms per year. And right now, the average age of farmers
is over 55. Because of the decreasing prices for their crops and products
(known as commodities), many small-scale and mid-sized farms just can’t
cover the costs of production. They plant more crops to compensate for the
low return—and the land becomes used up, worn out. Many small farmers
also rely on off-farm income to keep going. With current public policies
that promote the industrialization of agriculture and large-scale farming,
and enable corporate control of energy, fertilizer, seed, livestock and food
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distribution—these smaller farmers are ﬁnally squeezed out of business and
off the land. And it’s no surprise that nowadays, fewer young people choose
farming as a way of life.
Here in Iowa, in 1976, there were 127,000 farms, averaging 267 acres
per farm with a total of 33,900,000 acres farmed. By 2004, the number of
farms in Iowa had decreased by 37,300, and the number of total acres farmed
was 2,200,000 less, even though the average farm’s acreage increased by 86
acres per farm.
In the 1960s, farm household income was below the national average, but
by the 1970s, farmers were riding high on agricultural prosperity. Lowered
trade barriers fostered a sharp increase in agricultural exports. Commodity
prices skyrocketed, and so did farm income. As restrictions on Federal
Land Bank lending were removed, borrowing became easier. This led to an
inﬂated increase in land values. These things, combined with low interest
rates, encouraged many farmers to go into debt—with the assumption that
these favorable conditions would continue. But between 1981 and 1985,
farmland value had dropped by nearly 60% in some parts of the Midwest.
Asset values declined faster than debt could be repaid. Overproduction from
record harvests forced commodity prices down. Prime interest rate in 1981
was 18.87 percent. The bubble had to burst—and with the falling commodity
prices and decreasing farmland values of the 1980s—it did. The boom was
over. Many farmers were forced into bankruptcy. Many banks closed.
Unable to visualize any other way of life, feeling like failures, some farmers
committed suicide. Others, desperate and full of rage, turned on the bankers
ﬁrst, before killing themselves.
Our friend Jim, who owns and farms 310 acres in Holy Cross, about ten
miles from our home, recounts an incident from those years.
“Times were rough,” he says, “and we just weren’t makin’ it. The banker,
he comes out one afternoon. Wants to go out an’ look at the ﬁelds an’ the rest
of the place. So me an’ him, we set out—me none too happy, a’ course. All
of a sudden, the banker, he turns around, an’ there’s my older boy, Tim. ’Bout
six or seven at the time, I think Tim was. Trailin’ behind us, just a few paces
away—carryin’ his baseball bat slung over his arm—with a look in his eye
that made that banker downright uneasy.”
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Pride in the family farm begins early.
Jim’s farm has been in his family for over 130 years, ﬁrst owned by
his great-grandfather, who came to this country from Ireland. Jim and his
wife, Linda, have four children, all married now—except for the youngest,
John, who lives at home and attends junior college. Two married daughters
and their families live nearby (one right next door). And Tim, the baseballwielding son of years back, is married and lives in a small town not far away,
hoping to build on or near the family farm. The apples have fallen close to
the tree in this farm family.
We’ve come to know Jim and his family well. Several years ago, we
purchased ﬁfteen acres of land just down the road past his farm—land that
had been in Linda’s family for years—land that Jim sold to us in order to buy
eighty more acres of his father’s farm. We call this little bit of paradise the
End of the Trail—our small insurance against the spreading urban sprawl—a
place where we can ultimately retreat to, should the countryside where we
live now keep slipping away.
Five acres of timber ﬂank the western hillside, with dark cedars and oaks
guarding the fence line on the top plateau—trunk to trunk, stalwart against the
relentless wind. Their offspring are scattered across the downward slopes—
having squatters’ rights, they anchor their roots for the long haul—keeping
the hillside in place. Fanning out from the slope, an expanse of timothy and
alfalfa sweeps across the lower ten acres. A spring-fed pond, deep enough to
allow the ﬁsh in it to survive the winter, lies on one side of the long drive.
But it was the view that sold us. An endless, rolling vista of cropland,
pasture and timber—and here and there, in the distance, a family farm.
Just what makes a family farm a family farm, anyway?
If you guessed family, you’re nearly correct, but it’s not just family per
se—it’s the family household, the family decision-making process, and the
family labor—involving production, selling and stewardship of the land. The
family farmer is owner, worker, manager and marketer. No matter what its
size, the family farm is closely tied to the surrounding community, neighbors
and ecosystem—the local ﬁelds, woods, streams, soils and weather. And
family farmers buy from local suppliers and co-ops, and sell into local or
regional markets. This matters greatly to the rural communities of any area.
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On the other hand, big business—a faceless entity—has no connection to
any of these natural elements, or to the surrounding people and communities.
Large farming corporations probably won’t use local banks, machinery
dealers or farm supply ﬁrms. They’re likely to sell their products to distant
markets and processors. And industrial and chemical farming can pollute and
destroy, all done from an impersonal corporate distance.
Because family farmers are so deeply tied to their land, they are committed
to caring for the soil, water and livestock, promoting safe food production
and biodiversity of the land. They are multi-functional—providing social,
economic and environmental beneﬁts.
And—like our friend, Bill—family farmers are also landscape artists.
The mufﬂed roar of the Kawasaki Mule cuts through the crisp air as Bob
and I slide onto the front seat next to Bill. On a cloudy, bone-chilling fall
afternoon, we are visiting Bill and Louise at their farm. Out here in western
Iowa the wind is always blowing, intensifying the cold’s bite. I mention out
loud that I’m glad to be wearing my long underwear, although they will be
hard to peel off later on.
“I’ll help you with that chore anytime, girlie,” Bill cackles with glee, as
we take off in the Mule with a lurch. Bob and I look at each other, grinning.
Bill’s farm represents a lifetime labor of love. An only child, he was born
on this, the home farm, in 1925. A sentimental, larger-than-life man, he’s not
ashamed of the tears that come to his eyes when he speaks about his parents,
gone now for many years. Bill married Louise in 1945 and they have three
sons, Archie, Clair and “bib-overall” Art, who harbors the same irrevocable
bond with the land as his father. In 1994, Bill earned the South Devon Hall of
Fame award. He was recognized by his fellow cattlemen as the founder, top
promoter and producer of South Devon beef cattle in the United States—his
beloved, gentle red giants.
We bump along on the Mule, making our ﬁrst stop at one of the three
lakes that Bill has constructed, with painstaking care, on his land. Stocked
with bass, bluegills and giant catﬁsh, this ﬁrst lake is a natural ﬂyway—a bed
and breakfast for hundreds of Canadian geese that visit each year. A group
of them gathers along the edge now, some gliding across the lake’s clear,
dark surface. Alarmed at our noisy approach, they honk and start to lift off,
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winging through the air, higher and higher, over the dense stand of blue-green
ﬁr trees on the lake’s western edge.
A small cabin overlooks the bank on the opposite side of the water—
another of Bill’s many projects. When bird-hunting friends come, they’re
invited to stay in this rustic hideaway. And because of his careful land
management of food plots and cover—the ringneck pheasants thrive.
Next to the cabin is a smokehouse used for beef, pork and the occasional
deer. After a quick glance at the shiny, stainless steel interior where the meat is
prepared for smoking, we walk up the hill behind the smokehouse, where the
trees open to the pasture. A huge bull hunkers down on the ground, resting.
“C’mon, boy, c’mere, big guy,” Bill croons to him.
The bull looks up, and lumbers, in slow motion, to his feet. I take a step
backward as he approaches.
“He’s as gentle as a newborn babe,” Bill assures me. “C’mon, see for
yerself.”
The bull’s eyes are liquid chestnut. He looks at us, ﬁrst one, then the
other. His dark cinnamon coat is thickening now, insulation against the
upcoming winter. The hair between his ears, atop his head, is soft and curly.
I reach out to touch him there. He looks at me—big eyes full of trust—eyes
that have never known anything but kind words and gentle hands. Once,
after delivering his cattle to a buyer whose rough treatment frightened the
animals, Bill loaded them back up and brought them home—refusing the
sale. Flushed with anger, he said only, “No one treats my cattle like that.”
In 1990, Bill was the runner-up for Iowa Wildlife Farmer of the Year.
Conservation, wildlife, land restoration and preservation have been foremost
in his farming methods, maintaining a balance between farming and wildlife
habitat, and—like an artist—creating an environment of unparalleled beauty
and function. Walking back from the pasture to the smokehouse, his face
beaming with enthusiasm, Bill talks about his latest inspiration for a new
project.
“Girl,” he says, “you always gotta have one more dream, one more thing
to do.”
We head back to the house for lunch. Louise has steaks cooking on the
indoor grill. My mouth waters at the aroma. The gentle giants are beautiful,
and also delicious.
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The family farmer’s individuality and autonomy—though an inspirational,
noble image—tend to work against him. His focus on his own operation
can distract him from public policy matters that affect family farming as a
whole. And his survival, ironically, depends on numbers. Numbers of fellow
farmers, organized into groups.
The National Family Farm Coalition, or NFFC, founded in 1986,
represents “family farm and rural groups whose members face the challenge
of the deepening economic recession in rural communities.” Family
Farm Defenders, established in 1994, is an active member of the NFFC,
incorporating, fostering and promoting the goals of farm sustainability—
both economically and environmentally. These groups, among others,
maintain that unless government policy will encourage continued widespread
ownership of family farms, and restore market competition and fair product
prices that reﬂect farmers’ costs, we may lose an American dream.
And what will we have then?
Will we have farmers who will be employees of industrial-type farm
corporations—earning wages like other industry employees? What’s wrong
with that? What if the farmer becomes a tenant farmer? He’ll still get income
generated by his labor and input. But the absentee landowners, or the
owners/managers of large land holding corporations, will get the attractive
investment returns.
What will we have then?
We will have come full circle—the contemporary farmer will be, once
again, a medieval serf.
We’ll also lose a group of people that represent “agricultural
fundamentalism”—the idea that life on the land develops superior personal
qualities—that those who own and live on the land will want to protect it,
their home, and their community. Not all family farmers rise to these high
ideals—some farmers may disrespect both the land and themselves by not
adhering to this standard. But these fundamental values of accountability and
responsibility—for the land and the animals on it—are worth preserving.
Paul Wenske, in the Kansas City Business Journal edition of February
19, 1999, wrote an editorial opinion titled Decline of the Family Farm
Marks Death of a Lifestyle. In it, Wenske says, “It seems a paradox that
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as small farms vanish and the families that attended to them move to the
city to become mechanics, telemarketers, insurance agents or lawyers, the
cities sprawl over former pasture land.” Wenske also refers to this idea of
agricultural fundamentalism when he says that “ . . . dying along with the
family farm is a symbolic image: the family unit working together to make an
honest living, holding a reverence for God and country and fostering a gritty
realism toward the vagaries of life.”
And farm life is full of vagaries, marked by gritty realism. Life and
death, hand in hand, greet each day.
Farmers absorb this knowledge with matter-of-fact acceptance.
Two neighbors of ours, Bud and Gert—who live on the next farm down
the road from our home, tell the story of the day Bud had to shoot their old
ailing horse, Mike. With a lump in his throat and his riﬂe under one arm,
Bud led the old horse out to a far pasture, beyond their hog conﬁnement, and
continued a short way into the woods. Until he could haul Mike away, he
didn’t want his children to ﬁnd the horse. After the job was done, he returned
home and went about his work. Late that afternoon, his young son, Pudge,
came running into the kitchen, breathless.
“Dad, DAD!” He shouted, red of face. “I found Mike, out in the woods.
He’s dead!”
Bud’s heart sank. “You did?”
“Yeah, I sure did—he’s just laying there, dead. Woodpecker got him,
right aside the head.”
Some twenty-odd years later, Pudge succumbed to personal problems,
and was found dead, himself, out in one of the farm ﬁelds. He had lived
in a mobile home next to the family farmhouse. After his death, it stood
empty and untouched. One day, everything was torn down, and now only the
concrete trailer apron remains.
On the farm, life goes on.
One sunny Monday in late September, on our way to the End of the Trail,
we pass the prosperous dairy farm sprawled along on the left side of the road,
about a mile before our place. Black and white Holsteins are scattered across
the ﬁeld, munching and dozing in the midday sun. Pat, the young man who
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farms this spread, is walking down the road toward us. He lifts his hand in
greeting, smiling.
We wave in return. That same afternoon, Pat fell into his silo and died.
Driving by the farm several days later, I slow down as I pass. Time stands
still. A boy’s small John Deere tractor lies on its side, near the open machine
shed door. Equipment sits in the ﬁeld, motionless. The house looks empty,
shuttered. The black and white Holsteins stand in the pasture, unaware that a
farm family’s world had disintegrated.
And now, the cows have been sold. Pat’s remaining brothers have
other lives, other careers. Grandpa and Grandma, living across the road, are
retired.
These days, I think of the young man waving, smiling at us—here one
morning, gone that afternoon. A life as ﬂeeting as the brilliant fall colors that
marked his passing.
Like the family farm?
December, cold and snowy. We walk into the church in western Iowa. A
casket lies in the vestibule, a black cowboy hat resting on top of the smooth,
wood grain surface. On the ﬂoor next to it sits a pair of worn, black cowboy
boots.
During the service, we hear, incongruously, “Rock Around the Clock.”
Bill and Louise’s favorite song. One that he wanted played at his funeral—
after he realized that his ailing heart would not rebound, this last time. Bob
walks up to the podium, and with composure, talks about his old friend.
The cemetery is an open area, the cold wind slicing through it like a
serrated blade, from one end of Iowa to the other. When we gather under
the canvas for the ﬁnal prayer, I look across the country road. Two horses
are running, silhouettes in the weak afternoon sun. Suddenly they stop, walk
over to the fence, and stand. Watching us.
Horses know when an old cowboy is gone.
I begin to cry. Not just for Bill.
For a way of life.
Come next fall, across the road in front of my home, no combines will
come to harvest the crops. No lights will ﬂicker in the darkness, like low-
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ﬂying UFOs. There’ll be no slow, noisy trek back to the farms when the work
is done.
The land across the road has been sold.
Sold to a developer.
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With special thanks to the Iowa family farmers who shared their lives
with me.

Becky Barnhart

Haiku
after the funeral
whiskers still
in his razor

2004 Harold G. Henderson Haiku Contest, Second Place.
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Kevin McNee

Nighttime
Night air
ﬂoating around us
like blue ribbon-notes
from a deep-throated saxophone,
soles of our shoes
scratching asphalt diamond,
and us, passing under
halos of orange street lights,
silently discussing
everything and nothing,
coming to satisfying inconclusions,
contenting ourselves
with our andante movements and the
nighttime neighborhoods,
dark homes and
darker lawns,
the whole world,
a sepulcher, a sonata, around us,
and us, not lonely, but drunken
with the time we had alone together:
My limbs
still moving effortlessly
as a pianist’s ﬁngers
when you told me
we were taking things too fast.
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Elizabeth Elsbernd

Clear Sky
“When we are unhurried and wise, we perceive that only great and worthy
things have any permanent and absolute existence, that petty fears and petty
pleasures are but the shadow of reality.”
-Henry David Thoreau, Walden Pond
Propelling myself up the steep mountain path, I struggle to suppress my
heavy, hufﬁng breath. Another bead of sweat slides down my forehead and,
without hesitation, dives off my eyebrow in a ﬁve-and-a-half-foot freefall
toward the dusty trail below. I dig my elbows into my hipbones as my hands
grasp the abrasive straps of my thirty-pound backpack, and my salty, slippery
sweat stings the scuffs on the creases of my ﬁngers. I wish we had decided
to hike in the northern portion of the Bighorns, where the land was ﬂatter and
less rugged. Thankfully, this is the hardest hike of the week we will take with
our packs.
When my friend, Ashley, invited me and four other friends to go
backpacking in the Cloud Peak Wilderness area in the Bighorn National
Forest, her dad, Dave, had repeatedly reminded us to pack light. Yet, here I
am, hunched over like an old woman, encumbered by the weight of my own
belongings. Besides sporadically glancing up to see the outline of jagged
mountains scrawled against the horizon, or an occasional branch stretching
out across the path, I see little more than random rocks scattered along the trail
like salt on an icy highway. Instead of enjoying the scenery, I am straining
just to make it up this mountain. I want more than anything to unbuckle the
straps and free myself of this burden, this unnecessary weight.
Wyoming author Gretel Ehrlich once wrote: “We Americans are great on
ﬁllers, as if what we have, what we are, is not enough . . . We ﬁll up space as
if it were a pie shell, with things whose opacity further obstructs our ability
to see what is already there.” Even in the “solace” of Wyoming’s “open
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spaces,” we mine bentonite to use as a ﬁller in candy, gum, and lipstick,
ignoring Ehrlich’s notion that “space has a spiritual equivalent and can heal
what is divided and burdensome in us.” I know there is a gaping discrepancy
between what I thought I needed to bring and what I indeed needed to bring
along on this trip. My backpack, shading me in what Thoreau would term
only “the shadow of reality,” is but a microcosm of all the ﬁllers, all the
illusions of civilized society. As I hike up the mountain, I ﬁnally begin to
realize that I am not deﬁned by the contents of my pack, that what I have
inside and who I am, are enough . . . are real.
I am not the only one breathing heavily. We stop to take a break, wipe
the sweat from our brows, and munch on trail mix. Facing the direction from
which we had come, we can see our campsite from the night before and the
stream we had (barely) crossed, now only a bluish-white thread hundreds of
feet beneath us.
So much space. So uncluttered. So unlike the chaotic magic eye puzzle
of civilized society, where we ﬁnd ourselves lost in a sea of illusory substance
and transitory aspirations. No golden arches, no gas stations, no super summer
sales or buy one get one free’s. No JaMiE LuVs LucaS written on bathroom
stalls, no thousand-story buildings or please hold’s or fake smiles or have a
nice day’s or overenthusiastic women saying “One moment, please.” No, the
mountains are real. Frank. They tell you the truth.
The vastness of these mountains removes the impedimentary illusion
of trivial, unimportant details. Yes, areas in the Bighorn mountain range
vary geographically, from grass prairies, evergreen forests, and mountain
meadows, to rugged alpine peaks, dramatic canyons, and cascading waterfalls,
but they all melt into each other so that they are not individual regions, but
complementary elements of the same whole.
Unable to bear any longer the strap from my pack gouging into my
shoulder, I slowly lower myself to the ground and lean against a nearby rock.
I pick up a stone wedged in the ground beneath the sole of my left boot and
rub my thumb across it. One side is warm from the sun, the other is cold
and damp, covered in ﬁlmy soil. I wonder if this stone, so concrete and solid
and real, had been left by the large glaciers that had swept through the area
thousands of years ago and formed U-shaped valleys, leaving vertical walls
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up to 1500 feet in height. I wonder if it had been wedged in the soil here
since the Bighorn National Forest was established in 1897, or if any of the
2.5 million people who visit the area every year had swept their eyes over this
very stone, unseeing.
Polishing off the last of my trail mix, I gaze into the sky, knowing that
its ﬂawless blue, too, is just an illusion. The tiny air molecules that make up
the sky are actually clear, but blue portions of sunlight—short wavelengths
that have a tough time making it through the atmosphere—are reﬂected and
scattered by the particles of air, creating an upside-down bowl of deceptive
sapphire. That the sky is not really blue upsets me, disappoints me. The
richness of its color is delicious, its reality seemingly indisputable, but I see
it as it is: only a reﬂection of reality, not reality itself.
Struggling to maintain my balance as I stand to embark up the steep
mountain trail once again, I subconsciously glance at my watch. I don’t even
know why I’m wearing it. Time doesn’t matter here. Is time not, as Gretel
Ehrlich said, “a slow accumulation of days, seasons, years,” or is time, too,
just an illusion, a construct of human intellect? Time is not a thing; it is not
a god. It has no substance. Yet it has power, or, should I say, we give it power
when we ﬁnd ourselves entangled in the illusion that time is not simply a
passing of seasons, generations, eras, but a counting of minutes and hours,
the ticking of the second hand.
The concept of time, elusive and indeﬁnable, has always intrigued me. As
I look up brieﬂy, noting the curtain of clouds drawing a cluster of mountains
behind its folds, I wonder if any of the mountains in the distance were
traversed by any of the various Native American tribes that once inhabited the
area. Using the mountains for hunting elk, sheep, deer, and bison, as well as
performing rituals and escaping the heat of the Wyoming lowlands, the Crow,
Sioux, Cheyenne, and Shishone tribes all dwelled in these very mountains.
History, to me, is fascinating; I can’t comprehend how “time” unfolds, why
I am here at this moment, in this spot, and why those who were here in years
past—Native Americans, fur traders, tie hackers—are not. Now, in body,
they are gone, but their presence, their spirits, are still real, maybe more so
than mine. Only the illusion of manufactured, tick-tocking time separates us;
real time—the generations between us—connects us.
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Mid-afternoon we arrive at our ﬁnal campsite. It has taken me the entire
week to learn how to relax, how to live deliberately, and how to discern what
I believe to be reality from true reality. It’s impossible to get lost in illusion
out here, where everything is so concrete, so sincere, so undeniably authentic
. . . where you’re so grounded in the reality of living. Preparing for the release
of unnecessary bodily ﬂuids (and solids, usually once a day) takes at least
ﬁfteen minutes; securing a secluded spot away from streams, lakes, and our
campsite, digging a hole with the handheld shovel, and burying it properly is
part of the frequent routine. By the time we ﬁnish cooking supper each night,
the sun has already sunk and ruptured beneath that indeﬁnable line between
mountains and sky, its reds and oranges and yellows bleeding across the
horizon. Unable to build campﬁres because of the area’s burning restrictions,
there is little else to do but curl up in our sleeping bags and engage in giggly
girltalk, and—as the night progresses and the air becomes chillier—serious,
more philosophical conversations. Why are we here? Yes, we know, God
created us. But where did He come from? Does anyone really know the
answers to these questions, or do we just make up answers and submit to
illusions in order to “ﬁll” the insatiable void of uncertainty in our lives?
In “civilized” society, we’re caught in the illusion that everything we
do is important. Like Edward Abbey said about the desert, the mountains
subtly explain that, to them, “whether we live or die is matter of absolutely no
concern.” The mountains don’t care what we did in the past, what successes
we have known, to what failures we have succumb. Now, drifting off to sleep
next to my best friends, I don’t either.
The next day, I wake up leisurely, by degrees, so gradually that I can’t
discern at what point I had slipped from dream-mode into consciousness. As
always, I’m the ﬁrst of my friends to awaken, and, as always, I pull on my
hiking boots, unzip the tent door, and step outside into the spindly shadows
of the chilly morning.
Really, it’s not quite morning. But it’s not really nighttime, either.
Although the sun has indeed begun its daily scale up the mountains, the moon
is still mounted on the sky like a neglected nightlight. Like everything else,
it seems, moonlight is artiﬁcial, illusive. It’s romantic, but it’s not real. Its
light is not intrinsic, its glow is not innate. Merely a mirror of the sun—a
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reﬂection—it only ﬁlls the darkness until the sun showers the earth in light.
True, inherent light.
I walk down to the creek to get water, taking deliberate steps, aware
of every stone I step on. Something makes me stop, mid-stride. I turn and
face east, the sun still low enough in the sky that I can look it in the eye. I
remember reading somewhere something about how people are constantly
painting and writing and reading and talking about sunsets and the glory of
the rising sun, but they never actually take the time to sit in the sun, letting
its warmth, its reality, seep deep beneath the layers of their skin. We are so
concerned with covering the canvas, ﬁlling the page and space with vacant
images and words, that we forget to empty ourselves. We forget that when we
ﬁll in reality with illusion, we are really only deluding ourselves.
I want to stay here forever, with my shadow and the moon behind me,
and, in front of me, only the rising sun and the mountains, unsloven by petty
fears and petty pleasures. Permanent and absolute. Real.
“Let us settle ourselves, and work and wedge our feet downward through the
mud and slush of opinion, and prejudice, and tradition, and delusion, and
appearance. . .till we come to a hard bottom and rocks in place, which we can
call reality, and say, This is, and no mistake; and then begin.”
-Thoreau, Walden Pond

Valorie Broadhurst Woerdehoff

Haiku
feeding the horse
carrots
and my ﬁngers
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Hilary Hahn

Good Rat Bastard
Sometimes,
I think about you dying
and what kind of eulogy
I’d give in your honor.
I’d probably talk about how
you said there were two kinds of people:
a good rat bastard or a bad rat bastard.
I’d reminisce about
our canoe trips down the Fever River,
or bittersweet picking,
or riding, top down, in your robin’s egg blue convertible.
I’d laugh at your old stories,
like how you convinced me
that I cracked my head open when I was two,
and that I rolled down the cemetery hill trying to smell the ﬂowers,
and that my mom was the wicked witch of the west.
And I’m positive I’d end
my speech with tears in my eyes,
saying, grandpa Dale was a good rat bastard.
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Theresa Burns

Crazy Town
As I entered the Café, it seemed odd. There was not another person in
sight, and I had not seen a car in hours. When I ﬁrst walked in, the air was
dark and hazy and then it lifted. Suddenly, the tables were ﬁlled with people
and food, and conversations started as if they had never stopped. I felt as
though I had paused a movie and then suddenly hit “play.” My arrival went
unnoticed for awhile until an older waitress led me to a table. Instead of taking
my order, she sat down with me and introduced herself.1
“Hi, I am Toni. Toni Morrison,” she said. 2
I stared at her in disbelief. This lady could not be THE Toni Morrison.3
As though she were reading my thoughts, she simply replied, “Yes, I
am.”
By this point I was really confused. What was going on? What is this
place?4 Then, just as suddenly as Toni sat down with me, she was gone. She
had disappeared.
__________
1
Morrison was born February 18, 1931, in Lorain, Ohio, to humble parents.
Lorain was a poor multiracial town. Her mother, Ramah Willis Wofford, was
a homemaker and her father, George Wofford, worked various jobs to keep
the family stable. Lubiano 361.
2
Toni Morrison was originally named Chloe Anthony Wofford, but when she
entered Howard University in Washington D.C. she changed her name to Toni
after ﬁnding that many people had trouble pronouncing Chloe. However, she
later rejected Toni and wished she had always written under her given name.
Lubiano 368.
3
Toni Morrison was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1993, making
her the ﬁrst African American to be honored. Kubitschek 1.
4
In an interview Morrison said that creating the neighborhood of Medallion
in Sula was difﬁcult because it was completely fabricated. However, it was
based on something her mother had said about all of the black people living
in the hills of Pittsburgh. She then moved that idea to the river town of Ohio.
Septo 12.
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“Yeah, she better leave, if she knows what is good for her!” a petite woman
dressed as a waitress exclaimed as she approached my table. “Hi, my name
is Nel5 and I will be your server. Can I get you anything?”
“A cup of coffee would be great.”
Nel snapped her ﬁngers and my coffee appeared.
“You want cream or sugar?” she asked.
“Umm, two of each please,” I replied.
Once again Nel snapped her ﬁngers and two creamers and two packets of
sugar got up, opened themselves up and poured cream and sugar into my coffee.
As I reached for my spoon, it jumped off the table, stirred up my coffee, and
laid itself back down on the table. In utter disbelief, I screamed and wondered
again to myself, what is this place?
As if reading my thoughts, Nel sat down at the table with me, ﬁdgeted
with her apron and then said, “This place is our home. All of us in here, ’cept
you of course, are characters from Toni’s stories. You see, we’re all made up,
but when Toni wrote about us, she brought us to life. And, well, we can’t just
go join regular folk like you, so we live here. Here in Morrison.”
I began searching for the map in my backpack, but Nel interrupted me.
“Don’t even waste your time. You ain’t never gonna ﬁnd Morrison on no
map. It’s a make-believe world. Just like we are.6 How you think your cream
and sugar poured themselves? It was magic? Ain’t no such thing. But you
see, Toni created this place, too, and if she writes it, it can happen. Usually
we don’t have many people like you in here, but every once in awhile some
regular folk come stumbling along on our café. Just the way you did.” She
paused and looked around. “Now you listen to me, I’m gonna give you some
advice. Drink your coffee and get out. I’m not being mean, but you gotta
STAY AWAY FROM TONI!”
__________
5
Morrison herself has noted that each character lacks what the other has: “Nel
. . . doesn’t know about herself. Even at the end, she doesn’t know. She’s just
beginning . . . . Sula, on the other hand, knows all there is to know about herself
because she examines herself . . . . But she has trouble making a connection
with other people and just feeling that lovely sense of accomplishment of being
close in a very strong way.” Septo 14.
6
Sula is published in 1973. Jones and Vinson vii.
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“Well, why? She seems nice enough and I love reading her stories,” I
said.7
“Yeah, well, she seems nice. But if she writes about you, she is ruthless.
She don’t think ’bout our feelings. You wanna know what she did?8 My best
friend Sula, Toni killed her mom. Right in front of Sula. Can you believe that?
And what’s worse? She had Sula in the same bed as my husband Jude9 and I
walked in on them. Then Jude left me and my kids.”10 She looked away as
she cleared the tears from her eyes. “Does she realize that we have feelings?11
I hope one of her friends sleep with her husband and she walks in on them.12
Then she’ll understand what she is doing to other people.”
With that, Nel stormed off.
Toni returned a few minutes later. I was sitting sipping my coffee, lost
in what I had just heard. I did not understand how this world could be. I had
heard the expression that authors have a way of bringing their characters to
life, but I never took it in a literal sense.
“You never told me your name,” said Toni.
I jumped and spilled my coffee on myself.
“Sorry,” I stammered, “I . . . I didn’t see you standing there. My name
. . . it’s Theresa.”
“It’s OK. Here let me take care of that for you,” she replied.
__________
7
The novel Sula is based on womens’ friendships, which is a rare topic in
literature before 1973. Kubitschek 6.
8
In 1953 Morrison receives a B.A. in English and minors in Classics. In
1955 she receives her M.A. in English literature from Cornell University.
Kubitschek 3.
9
In 1958 Morrison marries Harold Morrison, a Jamaican architect. Guthrie
XV.
10
Morrison’s ﬁrst son, Harold Ford, is born in 1961. Guthrie XV.
11
There was a pressure from the black community that all black authors,
especially women authors, should write about good black role models and
that all the black men should be written about in a positive light. However,
Morrison did not adhere to these expectations. Since her characters, plots,
and locations were always extreme, she felt that this expectation did not apply
to her. Kubitschek 7. Also, Morrison felt that, “no one should tell any writer
what to write, at all, ever.” Washington 237.
12
Morrison divorces Harold in 1964, the same year their second child, Slade
Kevin, is born. Bois 1.
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With a wave of her hand, the coffee mark was gone and my shirt was dry.
Then Toni sat down across from me.
“I know you just heard a lot from Nel.13 She is still a little bitter about
everything that happened, especially with her husband.14 But let me give you
my side. You see, when I ﬁrst started writing, I didn’t realize what would
happen. I had no idea that my characters would become this real and that once
I stopped writing their life for them, their lives were over. I no longer had
control, but neither did they. This world is like being in limbo. I soon found
out how all this worked, but I couldn’t stop. I love to write. As selﬁsh as it
may be, I couldn’t give it up.” She paused for a few moments and then added,
“I just wanted you to see my point of view. I hope you understand. I’m not
trying to hurt them.”
With that being said, Toni once again disappeared.15
As I looked around for Toni, I noticed a small table in the corner. There
were Milkman and Herod, eating pancakes. I had just ﬁnished reading Song of
Solomon and there they were, in the ﬂesh. I started recognizing other characters
from her stories, too. Beloved, Baby Suggs, Sethe and Denver were all sitting
around talking. It was strange to see the women sitting together, especially
the way their story ended. It is obvious to me the characters really are just
puppets in Morrison’s stories until she is ﬁnished writing. I wanted to go say
hi to them but I was not sure what to say.
“Hey! Hey you,” Baby Suggs called.
“Hi,” I wearily replied.
“Little lost today?”
“Yeah, you could say that.”
“It’s all right, child. It happens from time to time. You’ll make it OK.
Just sit and enjoy this experience. It’ll be an unforgettable one.”
__________
13
When Nel’s character was thought up, Morrison wanted to make her the
“good” in the classic idea of good and evil. Sula was the unconventional evil,
while Nel the classic good, because of her warm and conventional demeanor.
Septo 12.
14
By leaving Nel, Jude did the macho thing. Instead of apologizing to his
wife, he took off because the thought of apologizing to Nel was too much for
him to handle. Septo 13.
15
Morrison uses the narrative technique of juxtaposition in her novel, Sula.
This is a technique through which collages are put together. However, instead
of pictures overlapping, this collage is different. Instead of pictures it is different
characters and events which overlap. Kubitschek 49.
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“Thanks. I will.”
The women went back to their coffee and their gossip and I was again left
to my own thoughts. All I want to do was leave this crazy world and go home!!
But I didn’t even know where I was. How am I supposed to get home?
“Oh, hush child,” a loud voice proclaimed. “Here have a refresher.”
I looked down and my cup of coffee had been reﬁlled with warm, black
coffee.
“Hi. My name is Sula.16 Sula Peace,” she paused and then said, “Oh my,
my, my, what is bothering you?”
Before I could even respond, Sula answered for me.
“I hear ya, honey. No one likes to be here longer than they need. ’Specially
if you’re not one of us! How ’bout you ﬁnish that cup of coffee and we’ll
talk a little bit. From the looks of things, you could use some talk to calm
down a little. Then I’m gonna tell you how to get on outta here. How’s that
sound?”
“Sounds great,” I wearily replied.
“What parts are you from?”
“Chicago. Far from here . . . I think.”
“Pretty soon, honey, you’ll be home. I promise. Hey! You ever read my
book? Well, I didn’t go and write no book, but I mean the book Toni wrote,
that I was in?” she eagerly questioned.
“Yeah, I have.”
“Well, you’re probably wondering why I’m here.”
I stared back at her with a blank look on my face.
“Did you go and forget that I died at the end of my book?” she said.17
I stared back in complete confusion. Was she a ghost, I wondered to
myself?
“HEHE!!!” Sula giggled in excited laughter. “That what everybody think,
but I ain’t no ghost! The rules are just a little different ’round these parts. It
the one exception to everything you heard earlier, girlie. You see, authors can
__________
16
In an interview, Morrison says that Sula was a hard character, not to think
up, but to describe. Morrison wanted to use her as a classic type of evil force
but without making her freakish or unattractive in any way. Septo 13.
17
In Sula, Morrison begins the novel with a very large focus. She ﬁrst begins
with the background on the Bottom and how it came to be. Then she begins to
tell the stories of Shadrack, Helene Wright and Eva Peace. Kubitschek 51.
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start our lives at any time they please. That’s how characters work. Ya see,
some of us have a past they remember but others don’t. Some of us were just
brieﬂy ﬁlled in. Most of us are O.K. with it. Because there’s a catch. Writers,
they can’t stop it! Our lives, I mean. They can’t kill us. Only we can end our
lives. Once Toni stops writin’ about us, it all up to us. Now, don’t go getting
confused. I know Toni don’t think we have control at all, but we have a little
bit. It our little secret,” Sula replied.
“Wait. What? You do have some control? So all those things that happened
in the book, did you have control over that too? Did you sleep with Nel’s
husband because you wanted to?”
“Good Heavens! NO! You think I would really do that to my friend? I
love Nel, always have and always will.18 I ain’t too sure that she loves me back
anymore. Ya know, that whole Jude thing really messed her up.19 I mean, she
was so upset about what happened, rightfully so of course, but that why Nel
and Toni don’t get along too well no more. If ya haven’t noticed. Anyway,
some of the things that I did in the book, I ain’t too proud of. I’m not gonna
lie. What I did to Eva, it was mean, but she understands why I did what I did
and we’re O.K.” said Sula.
“I, I just don’t know what to say. I never thought that characters would
really come alive, yet live in a world that most do not know about.”
“Could you imagine if everybody did? Toni! Toni, come over here and
talk to Theresa.”
Toni joined us at the table and began whispering to Sula. Sula excused
herself and began to wait on the other tables. I looked up and stared into Toni’s
kind eyes.
“How are you taking all of this?” asked Toni.
“Well, I’m still a little surprised but it is starting to make some sense to
me.”
“It took me awhile to ﬁgure everything out. I’m learning new things
about the characters every day. It’s strange. They started as a piece of my
__________
18
The genre that Sula belongs to is speciﬁcally African American female
bildungsroman. This is speciﬁcally a novel about the growth of a character
into adulthood. Kubitschek 53.
19
In Sula, there is much psychological disorientation. The Deweys represent
this. The three boys all looked different, were different ages and came to live
with Eva at different times. However, by the end of the novel, they became
three bodies functioning in one mind. Jones & Vinson 53.
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imagination and have become, well, so real. Everyone has developed their
own identity, so far from what I imagined.”
“They are more than they seem. The events and experiences they went
through changed them the same way they would change one of us.”
“Toni, if you don’t mind, I have a few questions for you.”
“Ask away and I’ll see if I can answer.”
“Well, I often hear you described as a feminist writer and that your work
focuses on female relationships. Do you agree?”
“I do write a lot about female relationships, but my work is more than
that. I like to have my male characters share center stage with my female
characters.” 20
“In Sula, the relationships did not seem too stable, even between Nel and
Sula, who had a falling out at the end.”
“They aren’t necessarily supposed to be. Not all relationships are stable.
My characters may not have stable relationships but they are strong people.21
I write what can be considered ‘trauma ﬁction.’” 22
“I have noticed that you deal with racism and sexism a lot in your books.
Why is that?”
“Well, racism is something I know about. I also think they are psychological
disorders and I deal with the psychology of my characters.”23
“I have never thought of it that way. I always thought it was part of the
character of the person.”
“As do many people. But those aren’t the only things which deﬁne an
experience.”24
Just then Sula walked up and informed Toni she had a phone call.
“It was nice talking to you, but I am sorry, I have to go.”
__________
20
Morrison writes not only about female relationships but also about male-female
relationships, especially in the African American community. Mayberry 4.
21
Morrison allows her characters to confront their past, no matter how painful,
and decide which parts should be “warded off instead of safely suppressed.”
Urgo 351.
22
Trauma ﬁction is a way of writing the characters with fragmented identity
and memory. Urgo 337.
23
Morrison is quoted as saying “racism and sexism are psychological disorders.”
Urgo 163.
24
Morrison believes time and place help deﬁne an experience. Klinkowitz
351.
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“Bye, Toni, it was nice meeting you.”
Sula sat down at the table with me and stared at me with her dark eyes.
“Pickin’ Toni’s brain about her stories? Yeah, most people do that when
they come in here. Everyone always got questions for her,” Sula commented.
One time this old man came in and they were talking about her stories havin’
double vision.”25 Now, I don’t know what that mean but I thought you might
want to know.”
“Thanks, I never thought of her work in that way.”
“Toni once told me that a sense of place is deﬁned by both what it can no
longer be and by what it is not yet.26 That’s kinda how I feel about this place.
We can no longer be in one of Toni’s novels anymore so we had to make this
home, but it not quite home yet. Do you know what I mean.”
“Yes, I do. But why don’t you think of this as home yet?”
“I have so many memories from the Bottom. I still think of that as my
real home.”
I stopped to think about what she had said about missing home. HOME!
I completely forgot!
“Sula, thank you for talking to me. Really, I appreciate it, but I just want
to go home. Will you help me?” I begged.
Sula looked at me with sympathetic and thoughtful eyes.
“Yes, child. I’ll help you ﬁnd home,” promised Sula.
“Well, show me!” I demanded.
“I can’t. I can’t show you ’cause all I can do is tell you. Go outside and
sit in your car. Clear your mind and begin to rewind everything that has
happened until you picture yourself arriving home and then sleeping in your
bed,” instructed Sula.
“What? That’s going to get me home?
“Just go,” she replied.
With that, Sula was gone.27 I walked out of the café and got into my car.
I began to clear my head and suddenly it was like someone hit “rewind.” I
__________
25
Morrison’s novels have a double consciousness which serves as a “double
vision.” It fosters an inclusive community based on suffering. Minter 193.
26
Clary 456.
27
Nel and Sula were the closest of friends and even Morrison is quoted saying
that, “Their friendship was so close that even they had difﬁculty distinguishing
one’s thoughts from the others.” It was as if Sula was the mind and Nel was
the body. Mbalia 41.
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was in a state where everything I had done that day was going backwards at
60 miles an hour. Then I felt as though I hit a brick wall, so I jerked away. I
began looking around and all I saw was darkness. Slowly, I began to make
out shapes. I then realized that I was in bed in my pajamas. I leapt to the
window to see if my car was there, and sure enough it was parked under the
front tree, as always. Was it a dream? Did I really meet Toni Morrison and
Nel and Sula? No, that’s impossible, characters are not alive. I lay in bed and
I continued to try to reassure myself that what had happened was just a dream.
However, I had a funny feeling nagging at me in the back of my head that
my experience was more than just a dream. I got up and looked inside my
jean pockets. Shoved in the back pocket was a napkin with ‘Café Morrison’
written on it.
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Barbara Simon

Small Gifts
I picked you daisies.
You smiled and called them “pigweed,”
then put them in a glass of water.
I brought you dandelions
and braided them into a necklace
you wore until it fell apart.
I gave you violets
whose lives wilted all too quickly,
but you kept them for days and days.
When I found you tiger lilies
that grew in the ditch
you stuck them behind your ear.
And when I picked you gooseberries,
very sour green ones,
you made them into jelly.
I chose you colorful rocks
from the lazy pasture stream
and you put them in your pocket.
And when I gathered you brightly colored leaves
from the maple’s low hanging branches
you pressed them in a book.
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I bring out these memories of you,
like photo-album pages,
to savor on days
when the memory of your face is not clear
and your voice is faded,
your touch is gone.

Bill Pauly

Senryu
coughing, the exterminator
assures me
his work is safe

* honeymoon dinner
nothing to talk about
until the tip

reunion dance
this time she lets him
crush her corsage
(These senryu won ﬁrst place (*) and honorable mention in the 2005
San Francisco International Haiku Competition. Senryu are like haiku in
form, but tend to focus more on the human and humorous.)
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Amy Hall

A Runner’s Heaven
There are many beats and rhythms to running, the soft sound of feet falling
through snow, the hard slap of feet hitting pavement, or even the scraping sound
of spikes on gravel during a race. The beat I presently enjoy is the crunch,
crunch . . . crunch, crunch as my feet crackle the fallen autumn leaves. My
shoes keep in time with my heart as it thumps almost out of my chest. As my
breathing gets heavier it seems as if my mind gets clearer. My worries ﬂoat
away as if they were butterﬂies without a care in the world. Without the stress,
I’m free to focus on my surroundings. The trail I’m running on twists and
turns almost to the point where I could easily get lost, but I know I won’t; these
are my woods. As I near the well for a drink, my mind comes back to reality.
I slow down and notice a sign I must have read a thousand times before. It
reads, “Swallow Cliff Woods. Cook County Forest Preserves.” Okay, okay.
I guess these aren’t my woods, but for the number of times I’ve been here they
may as well be called “Amy’s Woods.”
My woods, or Swallow Cliff Woods, are part of a huge system of forest
preserves in Cook County, Illinois. The preserves have miles of trails for
running, biking, and horseback riding, along with plenty of lakes to ﬁsh in and
even the largest toboggan slides in the area. As a sophomore in high school
I started my career as a cross country and track runner. The forest preserves
were the natural place to run for practice, and I can think of no other trails
which hold my running memories better than the trails at Swallow Cliff.
After the cold drink from the well, which tastes remarkably like pennies,
I remember another time that this well was almost a lifesaver for me. My
thoughts run back to that day and my mind’s camera lens focuses on that
particular run . . .
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. . . “Dad, slow down! You’re going way too fast,” I said as I went careening
down the hill which my cross country team appropriately christened Satan.
“Oh Amy, you’re ﬁne,” my dad yelled back.
Finally reaching the bottom of the hill, plants at least waist high with
leaves the size of dinner plates brushed over my body on both sides.
Hesitantly I asked, “Dad, is any of this poison ivy?”
“No, Ames, I’m sure you’ll be ﬁne,” he replied.
Reaching the end of the very long row of plants, I let out a moan. I felt
like there were red ants crawling across my body eating away at my skin.
“Dad, my body has never itched or burned so bad in my life! I hate plants!”
I whined. I should’ve screamed at the next thing my dad said.
“Yea, I am kinda itchy.”
“What are we gonna do? I can’t run like this!”
“Calm down, Amy. We’ll just run to the water pump and wash it off.
You’ll be ﬁne.”
“The water pump! But that’s like a mile away!”
Faced with the only option of running to the water pump, I did it as noisily
and annoyingly as possible. I went slapping and swatting at my legs, scratching
at my arms, and even whipped my shirt off at one point to rub it all over my
itchy limbs, while the only thing my dad could do was to roll his eyes at me.
After what seemed like a half hour we made it to the well.
“Finally!” As the water ran down my itchy skin, relieving the burning
feeling, I let out a huge sigh of relief.
And all my dad could say was, “Jeez, I don’t think I could ever coach
girls!” . . .
. . . Grinning to myself, I grab one last drink, and start off again on my
run, crunch, crunch . . . crunch, crunch. A little farther up the trail I arrive
at my favorite spot on the run. After I get up and down the agony of the
rollercoaster of hills, the trees and trail open up to the spot I simply call The
Clearing. Along most of the Swallow Cliff trail, the trees butt up right to the
edge of the path and are also very tight together; however, at this spot you can
see straight through the trees as if a teacher told them to stand arm’s length
apart. Every time I run through here I feel at peace. The peace might come
from the fact that I am past one of the hardest parts of the run, but I like to
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think that this place gives me an inner calm all on its own. A couple of trails
branch off through this clearing, and on an impulse I decide to take one for
awhile. Again my mind ﬂoats back to another day in my running past on a
trail very much like this one . . .
. . . Inhale, exhale . . . my hot breath came out like a cloud the same color
as the snow I was running on. I was wrapped up in layers to ﬁght the cold, but
I think I was dressed too warm; I was sweating in the twenty degree weather.
My boyfriend AJ ran beside me, exhaling his own clouds. Looking up I noticed
that chocolate-colored branches were coated in a melted marshmallow snow,
making the trees look exactly like toasted s’mores.
All of a sudden AJ exclaimed, “Oh, Ames, look at those deer!”
I looked up from the trail and standing two feet to the side of us were three
deer just staring us down. “Wow! I can’t believe they aren’t even moving;
we’re so close to them!”
As if I jinxed the moment, all three turned and darted away, ﬂashing their
white tails in a goodbye wave . . . .
. . . I’ve seen many deer on my trail runs at Swallow, but that was one of
the most memorable. As I return to the main trail, I realize that I’m almost
to the “yellow tunnel” and I speed up a little in my excitement. The tunnel
does not disappoint when I ﬁnally reach it. Throughout most of the year this
part of the trail is just like all the other parts: towering trees surrounding and
crowding the path. However, this time of year, from about September through
November, every single leaf on the trees turns yellow (hence the name yellow
tunnel). My coach and I always used to joke to each other to follow the yellow
leaf road.
After the tunnel of yellow, I reach another favorite off-trail. I decide to
take it even though I could keep running on the main trail for awhile. This
trail holds so many memories for me. Many a teammate has fallen in the mud
on this trail; and I even lost a shoe to the quicksand-like mud, while my friend
Martha could only laugh at me. However, my most memorable moment came
from a rotting skeleton. I was speeding along by myself one day, swatting
at the massive black dragonﬂies blocking my path, when all of a sudden I
stopped cold. A few feet in front of me, sprawled across the trail, was half of
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a rotting deer skeleton; the only thing left was the white-washed bones of the
ribcage and vertebra. All I could do for a few moments was to stare with my
mouth dropped open in shock. When I pulled my senses together, I let out an
audible “eeeww” and sprinted back the same way I came. Consequently, that
skeleton is still lying on the side of the path, and I can only grimace as I dart
past. The sour scent of death chases me for a few seconds until I can outrun
it. As I come up to the creek in the middle of the path, I run to the side and
gingerly step on the rock path to cross the creek. Each rock wobbles, teasing
me; my feet get soaked no matter how carefully I cross. As I’m crossing, my
thoughts seem to swim down the creek to another day’s memories . . .
. . . “All right Ladies, we’re almost to the creek. Be careful crossing the
stones—the water can get pretty deep,” my coach warned.
“Ha, stones are for wimps,” my friend Martha declared (yes, the same
friend who laughed at me for losing my shoe in the mud), as she ﬂew right
through the center of the creek. As she got to the middle, she was already
waist high in water. It was all she could do to swim across, let alone run.
“Way to go, Martha! Who’s the wimp now?” We all laughed at her, as
she waded out of the water sopping wet . . . .
. . . I laugh at the memory and cross the creek safely, an accomplishment
all its own when you hear about Martha’s adventure. After the creek, there’s
only about a mile left to run. The biggest hill at Swallow Cliff, McCleary
Hill, now rises up to shake my hand, and taking a deep breath I charge up it.
Breathing hard I round the turn, but there’s still half of the hill to go. Somehow
I ﬁnd a second wind and it allows me to sprint up the last 10 meters to the
top. Proud of myself when I ﬁnd ﬂat ground, my pace gets faster. Almost
ﬁnished, I reach the viaduct that goes under the highway. On a past run this
viaduct was ﬂooded with rainwater and horse manure, and my coach made us
wade through it because the other option was dodging cars on the highway.
I’m thankful that today the viaduct is dry and I can run straight through.
Finally I spot my car in the parking lot, and sprint the rest of the way.
As I hop into my car and drive back onto the highway and into civilization,
the “Swallow Cliff Woods” sign lingers in my rearview mirror. I am leaving
behind my memories for today, but I’m certain I’ll be back for more. After
all, these are my woods.
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Carla Kaufman

Cirrhosis in the second degree
You hid your belly behind overalls,
Like a robber hidden from a cop.
Protecting his identity,
How you protected your pride.
I knew how sick you were,
By the yellow in your eyes.
Cigarettes clogged your arteries.
Stomach held ﬂuid like Joe Camel.
More upsetting than a guilty verdict,
When I was sure of innocence.
Together with your cane,
Inseparable, partner’s in crime.
You tried to disguise all signs of pain,
Played innocent and stuck to the story.
Yet, they admitted you anyway.
Sentenced to prison,
You broke out like a fugitive,
Until disease caught you and locked you up again.
After time served,
You always returned home.
But this time, not for long.
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Doctors said no to the liver,
Like a judge that ruled life without parole.
If drinking were a crime,
You were a criminal.
You never got out of the system,
The death penalty was the alcohol.

Francine Banwarth

Haiku
child’s wake
the weight
of rain
2005 Harold G. Henderson Haiku Contest, First Place.
summer stars . . .
the old violin goes
to the highest bidder
2005 Harold G. Henderson Haiku Contest, Honorable Mention.
dogwood in bloom
our daughters running
out of their shoes
2005 Robert Frost Poetry Festival Haiku Contest, First Place.
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Michael Danaher

Yorick’s Illusion
At the time, Geoff Laird was just a name. He was a no-face upperclassman
who I had never met or heard of. His name was written next to the role of
‘Hamlet’ on the back door of our high school auditorium. Underneath it
said, “Understudy: Michael Danaher.” It was my ﬁrst time trying out for
One Acts, and I had landed the role of the Gravedigger in the production of
Fifteen Minute Hamlet. Understudying the role of Hamlet, though, terriﬁed
me. I wasn’t conﬁdent enough in my acting abilities to play the lead. But I
was glad I was only the understudy because usually they don’t do anything;
they’re supposed to memorize all the lines and blocking on top of their own,
but it seemed unnecessary. I was safe.
Then the ﬁrst day of play practice came.
We were all stationed in the center section of the auditorium, nothing
but the stage lighting softly gleaming on us. The director, Mrs. Sleger, was
pleased with the turn out, and couldn’t wait to get things underway. She was
a short, stocky woman whose disposition was either welcoming or terrifying.
I sat with a group of friends, amongst other students whom I had never seen
before.
“Does anyone know where Geoff is?” Mrs. Sleger asked.
For a moment there was silence, and I was praying for anyone to announce
that he was in detention, or he got held up talking to a teacher about an
assignment.
“Yeah,” someone called out, “he told me yesterday he wasn’t sure if his
parents would let him do the play this year.”
Mrs. Sleger’s face scrunched up like she had just taken a shot of whiskey.
“And why not?”
“He got a speeding ticket. It’s his punishment or something.”
My heart began to race. My hands shook and my forehead beaded with
sweat. I knew what was coming.
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“Okay,” Mrs. Sleger said. “Ask him to talk to me. Michael, you’ll be
Hamlet today.”
Any normal person probably would have been elated. After all, no one
really goes out for theater to get small, insigniﬁcant roles. People try to land
the big one, the role that you can brag to your relatives about. What bigger
than Hamlet? But I wanted to die. My friends, also in the play, thought it was
the best thing that could have happened to me. We had all agreed to try out
and we all made it, most of us in Hamlet, some in a different One Act. But I
didn’t share their enthusiasm. I was content with my role as the Gravedigger.
It sounded cryptic, and I knew I would be handling a skull. There weren’t that
many lines, but it didn’t bother me – less to screw up, I thought.
Backstage, I looked over my lines as another One Act ran through its
performance. The lines never ended, and they made no sense to me whatsoever.
I had read Shakespeare in English classes, but I had no idea how to actually
speak it. The success of this play rested solely on my shoulders. I was Hamlet.
I was the play. And the play would be horrible.
I was right. The run-through was the most painful hour of my life. There
were so many stage directions, and the words I spoke were an incoherent,
garbled mess. Mrs. Sleger tried to be as understanding as possible with my
lack of experience, but I knew that she had no conﬁdence in me. I thought
being an understudy was a safe way to say that I was of some use. That if
Hamlet never showed up, I was the guy to go to. Of course in my mind, Hamlet
actually would show up and all would be perfect.
The next practice was more of the same. Geoff Laird was beginning to
become a myth, a ﬁgment of our imagination. Information about his absence
leaked out and he was quickly becoming a legend. Laird was late for school
one day and tried to make up for it by speeding. He was pulled over going
about 80mph in a 30mph zone – hardly something to shrug off. His parents
did not take this lightly and had since grounded him from his car, as well as
from the One Acts, which he loved so much. Laird was a veteran to our high
school’s theater department. Mrs. Sleger was aware of this. She was also
aware that if Geoff didn’t show up, the short, awkward actor trying to portray
one of Literature’s greatest characters would ruin everything.
The third practice was a deep, heaving sigh of relief. Geoff had shown
up. We sat in the auditorium seats as Mrs. Sleger told us the instructions for
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the day. I sat in the back of the group with six or so friends, and I couldn’t
have been happier. Sitting in the front row, by himself, was Hamlet.
“Michael, can you give all of your blocking notes to Geoff?”
“Sure,” I said. He turned around with a big smile and nodded politely to
me, indicating that he was Geoff. I could tell he was ecstatic to be Hamlet.
The group broke off into their different factions in the back hallway
behind the auditorium. We weren’t allowed to actually be backstage because
of noise levels. Only the people who were in the One Act being performed
were allowed to stand in the wings, awaiting their cues. Everyone else was
sprawled out in the hallway on the ground – there was nowhere else to sit.
“Hey man, what’s going on?” I asked, approaching Geoff.
“Hey,” he said. His tall, lanky frame stood in front of me, obviously a
better role for Hamlet. His short dark hair gave him a clean-cut look, and I
wondered if the rumors about him were true.
“Do you want these notes now?”
“Yeah, that would be great.” He took my script and quickly ﬂipped through
it, noticing all of the highlighted lines and stage directions scribbled ineligibly
across every page. “Looks great, thanks a lot. I’ll get this back as soon as I’m
done.”
“Take your time.” I watched him as his eyes widened with excitement and
studied the pages of the script. I was more curious about his driving, though.
“So were you really going 80 in a 30 zone?”
He looked up at me, as if surprised that the news had spread so quickly.
Then he gave a shy smile. “Kinda. It was more like 85.”
“Jesus! That’s crazy.”
“Yeah.” He was still smiling, as if he had won some award. His driving had
brought him fame. “My parents weren’t going to let me do this thing originally.”
“That’s what I heard, but thank God you are.”
He laughed. “Yeah, well my parents are giving me my car for only school,
so I’ll be able to do it. They didn’t think it was fair to take such a big role
away from me.”
“Well, take it easy with that. I don’t want the responsibility.”
“Yeah, don’t worry.” We chuckled and he began to copy my notes as I
went back to my friends.
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As the month passed, play practice became the best time of day. I had
been moved up to the role of Polonius as well as the Gravedigger, and it didn’t
bother me at all. Theater was far superior to anything else we did. By the
time school and football practice were over, my friends and I couldn’t wait to
get back to the school at night to hang out backstage and see Laird. We didn’t
really see him any other time. The back hallway became our meeting place,
and Laird quickly became familiar with me and my circle of friends. We would
talk about a new band we’d heard or a rare movie we’d seen. However, the
friendship would quickly augment.
Laird became one of the highlights of play practice. He was an outstanding
Hamlet onstage, but his antics offstage were far more memorable. He would sit
in the control room, which hung like a press box in the back of the auditorium.
The room was used to manage stage lighting and sound mainly, but Laird
would constantly sneak up while we were taking notes and play sound effects.
Even though everyone knew it was going to happen, it still made everyone
laugh. Mrs. Sleger even found humor in it – a woman so strictly governed
by seriousness, and who had told us that the sound room was completely off
limits. No one could get mad at him.
In the months of practice, my friends and I would get to know Laird and
his car pretty well. Once practice started going until midnight or later, we could
count on Laird for a ride home. Our parents offered, but they were content
to stay in bed, and we were content to not ride with our parents. Laird’s Ford
Explorer became a sort of safe haven for us. It gave us freedom. We were
given strict instructions to stay in the back hallway during practice. And while
this rule applied to everyone else in the One Acts, it simply didn’t apply to
us. Every chance we got, we snuck off to Laird’s car. After the battles for
shotgun were over, and everyone was dangerously piled in, Laird would take
off towards the nearest fast food drive-thru or anywhere else, just to drive
around.
None of my friends could drive, and Laird was the perfect solution to the
problem. We were only sophomores, thirsting for our driver’s license, and
Laird, being a junior, ﬁxed everything. When it got nearer to dress rehearsal,
leaving became extremely difﬁcult. Mrs. Sleger would randomly walk out
in the back hallway to chastise us when it got too loud. We had to be more
careful about sneaking out, but we did it successfully. Usually not so many
people could go, but I always made sure I had a spot in that car.
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Most of those nights, we felt untouchable in that car. There were no
worries, even when Laird would turn the wheel and pull the car over the curb
and off the road, onto an empty ﬁeld adjacent to our high school. We didn’t
wear seat belts, and the sense of danger as the car sped up and down hills,
tearing through the grass as Laird attempted donuts, was like nothing I had
ever experienced. No one expected it the ﬁrst time he did it. But each time
we were in the car, we begged him to take the car off-roading again.
Laird offered something no one else could. If only for a short while
during play practice, he gave me freedom. It was a privilege I had never had
underneath the eyes of my parents. But when practice came, none of that
mattered. We were free on those nights, and no one would take it away from
us.
One night practice ended around 1 a.m. Laird was driving me and two
other friends home when his phone rang. It was his mom. Laird turned
down the music and told us all to be quiet. We obeyed. We could all hear his
mother yelling at him on the other end of the phone, asking where he was and
why he wasn’t home. Laird quietly told his mom that practice had gotten out
late and he was giving us a ride home. More yelling on the other end of the
phone followed. It wasn’t completely audible, but it was something about
responsibility. Laird agreed and said he’d be home shortly and hung up the
phone. The car ride was pretty quiet the rest of the drive.
Soon the production came. Unlike my friends, I was able to act onstage
with Laird. And in those moments, Laird was ﬂawless. His acting gave me
conﬁdence in my own. As Polonius, I would be stabbed and dragged offstage by
him. A few minutes after, we would exchange a fake skull of Yorick as I played
the Gravedigger. It didn’t bother me then, but since, the death of Yorick always
troubled me. We were informed that he had been killed because he showed
Hamlet some light in this world. He told him things that no one tried to. As a
simple jester, his only crime was conversing with Hamlet, sharing knowledge
with him that Hamlet had never experienced. Yorick probably thought he was
doing some good in this world. He imagined that no consequence could come
for something so simple. But he paid for it with his life. It never felt right to
me.
After the One Acts ended, life went back to normal. I didn’t see Laird that
much except in the hallways between classes. The football season had ended,
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and my time was preoccupied with training for next year’s varsity season. I
decided against doing the musical in the spring for reasons I can’t recall. But
I knew Laird would be doing the same backstage antics as we had in the fall.
We would meet up with Laird on random weekend nights, but other than that
our meetings were sparse. He had a girlfriend now.
The fall of my junior year was one of the most promising times in my
life. I had tried out for the One Acts and had landed a lead role. I was much
more conﬁdent this time around in my acting abilities. The previous year had
helped to rid my mind of any doubt, thanks to Laird. Laird had landed the
lead in a different One Act which meant I wouldn’t be acting with him, but I
didn’t mind. Any little bit of hanging out with Laird was enough. And much
was the same this fall as the previous. Even though we could all drive, we still
rode with Geoff out of tradition to go off-roading and sneak away for food or
just for the hell of it. It had become a ritual, and we had planned to make the
most of it since it was Laird’s senior year.
That fall I had started a band, and it wasn’t long before we had our ﬁrst
gig. It was for some fundraiser and we didn’t get paid, but we just wanted
to play in front of people. Laird told me he would come watch. When it
was almost show time, I scanned the audience for my friends. I didn’t see
Geoff. After the show, I remember standing outside with my friend, Tommy,
deciding what to do with the remainder of the night. A woman walked out of
the venue, bawling, along with a man trying to comfort her. We didn’t know
the people and didn’t make it any of our business. We instead decided to go
get food. There was a place close to his house, so I didn’t mind taking him
home. What happened when I brought him home, though, is etched in my
memory forever.
I pulled into his driveway sometime after midnight. His dad stood in the
open garage. Something was wrong. As I put the car in park, he came towards
us.
“Are you guys okay?” he asked.
“Yeah,” I replied, unsure of what he was getting at. “Just getting some
food.”
He seemed to shrug off the answer. “You heard what happened, didn’t
you?”
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“What do you mean?”
“Geoff Laird died tonight.”
For a moment the words didn’t stick. They hung in the air, bouncing
around, never really sinking into anything. He had to have the wrong name.
I had seen him that day; he was perfectly ﬁne. Laird couldn’t have died.
Something like that didn’t happen.
“What?” Tommy asked.
“Apparently he was in a pretty bad crash. You guys should come in.”
Before I knew what my legs were doing, I was walking through the garage
and into Tommy’s house. My parents weren’t home, so I didn’t have to worry
about being late. We sat down in Tommy’s living room, neither of us saying a
word. We both tried to grasp the gravity of the situation. It still didn’t work.
I may have been offered a pop or something to eat; none of it interested me.
“No. You have to have the wrong Geoff,” I said.
“I’m not positive, but I’m pretty sure.”
It had to be mistaken information. I didn’t need to hear anymore. I was
tired and just wanted to go home, go to sleep, and wake up to ﬁnd out who
really died. So I left.
The ﬁrst thing that came was the prayer service. It was a Sunday night, I
remember, and I had never seen a church so crowded, not even for Christmas.
The lights were low, reﬂecting on ﬁfty pews overﬂowing with mourners.
Prayer services were unfamiliar to me, and the deathly silence, despite so many
people, made me uneasy. We were gathered to honor the memory of Geoff,
dead at the age of 17. I could see people from theater scattered throughout the
church. The priest said something about the reality of loss and tragedy. I’m
sure he said something comforting, but the words didn’t penetrate my thoughts.
Laird’s accident kept playing in my mind. Of course I wasn’t there to see it,
but I knew how it went. Laird had taken his dad’s BMW out for a spin with
his girlfriend. His dad was unaware of this, thinking his car was safely stored
away for the winter. Laird had taken the car out to some country roads to
show off the car’s speed. Apparently he picked up too much speed, ﬂew over
a hill in the road, ﬂipping the car multiple times. The car had broken through
a fence and could be seen from the road 100 yards away as it burned. I like to
believe what I was told, thinking that Geoff and his girlfriend died on impact
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as the car violently tumbled to the middle of some barren ﬁeld. I like to think
that he didn’t feel any pain from the crushed, rolling car, or the ﬂames that
ensued.
I listened in the back of the church as peers, teachers, and parents all took
turns at the microphone, sharing their favorite memories of Laird. I knew
everyone from theater, all sharing similar memories playing in my head. People
talked about how Laird always brought peanuts to practice and threw his shells
all over the auditorium ﬂoor. Or how during the dress rehearsal/performance
of Fifteen Minute Hamlet, Laird would run around backstage in nothing but
a t-shirt and tights. My body shook. I couldn’t bring myself to go speak. I
didn’t know what comforting words I could possibly offer with his silent father
and weeping mother both idly stationed in the front pew. I couldn’t talk, only
listen and shake.
I stepped outside the church right when the prayer service ended and
waited to talk to friends outside. Nothing reached above a whisper. I don’t
remember who I talked to. I do remember, though, once most people were
gone I began crying uncontrollably. That’s never happened to me, at least not
in public. Mrs. Sleger walked over to me and hugged me for what seemed
like an eternity. He was only a kid. He didn’t deserve it. None of it made
any sense.
Soon Geoff would be nothing but a memory. There would be the wake
and funeral, but all that would pass. Once again, he was a no-face teenager.
That’s how he would be remembered to those who didn’t know him. But he
was more than that. He was more than another obituary to read in the paper,
or another gravestone to plant in the ground. He was more than just another
death, another statistic.
Laird had the same illusions that most kids do at that age. It’s the illusion
that they are untouchable, immune to any sort of danger that comes their way.
I’m not sure what sparks this delusion. It’s probably the same feelings that
cause people to not wear seatbelts or use protection during sex. It’s the same
sense that drives people to smoke or drink or do anything that damages the
body. It’s the same gut feeling that makes young men and women go overseas
to ﬁght wars. No harm can come to us. We’re just kids; we’ll always be
protected.
Laird was proof that this was wrong. He was only a kid. We all were.
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Joanna Brady

Amy Tan: Conversation in a shuiying1
“Flight 313 to Los Angeles is now boarding. Rows 1-13 may bring their
tickets up at this time,” the petite red-haired lady at the American Airlines desk
announced authoritatively over the intercom.
That’s my ﬂight! I pulled my ticket out of my bag, double checking my
row number. ROW 72 SEAT C, the ticket read. Flying, to me, is the next best
thing besides rollercoasters. The thrill of high speeds gives me an adrenaline
rush.
I gathered my carry-ons together and scurried to the line forming at the
American Airlines counter. I glanced out the window and saw a magniﬁcent
Boeing 747 waiting outside with its red, white, and blue paint gleaming from
the sun. I can’t wait! In a few hours I will be able to see my relatives!
“Miss, your ticket?” The woman interrupted my thoughts.
“Oh! Yes, of course!” I answered, thrusting my ticket toward her.
“Thanks and have a good ﬂight,” she said, ripping off part of the ticket
and giving me the other half.
Ticket and carry-on bag in tow, I made my way across the walkway to
the airplane. A stewardess dressed in a crisp navy blue blazer greeted me at
the entrance of the airplane saying with a smile, “Welcome aboard.”
__________
1
Shuiying is Chinese for water mirage. Naylor 53.
2
Tan moved to seven different towns in California including Oakland, Fresno,
Hayward, Palo Alto, Santa Rosa, Sunnyvale, and ﬁnally, Santa Clara. Moving
frequently was hard for Tan, especially with making friends, but Tan made the
best of it. She said, “I was constantly having to make new friends, to prove
myself—it made me a more introspective child, a more solitary child…”
Huntley 4. I can’t imagine continuously having to make new friends, I have
never moved to a different town in my life. The thought of leaving my friends
would be tough for me to deal with.
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“Thank you,” I replied, smiling back. I maneuvered through the rows,
passing the ﬁrst cabin of seats before arriving at Row 7.
A woman and a young boy were already seated in Seat A and B, most
likely a mother and her son. They looked like they were of Chinese descent
with their sleek, obsidian-colored hair and ﬂawless skin. The woman’s hair
was long, past her shoulders with bangs.3 She looked strikingly similar to an
author I was researching at school, Amy Tan. The young boy, perhaps eight
years old, was clinging to his belongings. He had short, obsidian-colored
hair.
Suddenly I felt someone nudge my bag and I realized that I was holding
up the line. I made my way to my seat and organized my bags underneath
the seat in front of me. I couldn’t help but see the resemblance between my
author and the woman in the seat next to me. How neat would it be to meet
my author? I would have so many questions for her, from writer to writer;
writer-in-training to accomplished author,4 rather.
I glanced at my purple Timex watch and I felt my body lurch forward as
our plane started to move and we prepared for take off. 10:00 A.M. I should
hopefully land in sunny California for a visit with my cousins around 1:30 P.M.
We gained speed as every inch of the runway ﬂew by. I saw the landscape of
the Quad Cities whiz through the windows as the airplane climbed through
the air. Houses became specks in the distance and the plane ﬁnally reached
the desired altitude. My thoughts wandered to the swirling white cumulus
clouds outside the small rounded-edged window. The sun was peeking through
__________
3
In the interview with Amy Tan that I watched, she had very long hair that
was past her shoulders and bangs resting just above eyebrow level. “Writing
Women’s Lives.”
4
Amy Tan is an accomplished author whose ﬁrst novel, The Joy Luck Club, has
sold over four million copies. Huntley 10. In the documented interview, Tan
expressed how publishing was new to her, with the printing of The Joy Luck
Club, and that you were lucky if you sell ﬁve thousand copies for your ﬁrst
book as an unknown writer. “Writing Women’s Lives.” I think that information
is astounding and makes me think again of what a phenomenal writer Tan is.
I have read The Joy Luck Club and it’s no surprise that a wonderful book like
that has sold so many copies.
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them. The rolling plains of the Midwest turned into rivers, ﬂowing through the
Rockies, and the rivers turned into the roaring Colorado ripping through the
Grand Canyon. The rushing water faded out as the landscape turned into desert,
a vast and seemingly endless sea of sand. I was in awe of the desert. I began
to nod off, my head resting awkwardly against the back of the headrest.
I was in the middle of the Mojave Desert. I was walking, kicking up sand
with each step, and I could see for miles. There was water in the distance!
How thirsty I was. Sand ﬂew around my face as I hurried toward the water,
only to realize that it wasn’t water.5 The pool of water was more like the shape
of a person, waving back and forth. I came within twenty yards of the person
and I realized that it was a woman, her dark hair ﬂowing past her shoulders.
I couldn’t quite make out her face, but I could tell she had light-colored skin.
I tried to focus my eyes, making out more of her features. I could see now that
she was Chinese, and how similar she looked to Amy Tan. If only I could talk
to her, then I would know.
“Hello,” she said in a soft voice.
“Hello, I hope I’m not being too forward in asking you this, but are you
Amy Tan?”
“Yes,” she replied in a soft tone, “I am.”
“Wow! My name is Joanna Brady and I have always wanted to meet you!
I admire your work, especially The Joy Luck Club.”6 You’re getting a little
too excited Joanna, don’t freak her out, I thought to myself.
“Thank you, I appreciate it,” she said sincerely.
“May I ask, how did you get here?” I questioned, hoping that I wasn’t
prying too much.
__________
5
What looks like a patch of water is actually an inferior mirage that is caused by
temperature gradients. We can often ﬁnd these when driving along a highway,
as well as in this situation, in the desert. I have seen these when driving as
well, mostly on a blacktop surface. Naylor 51.
6
The Joy Luck Club was the ﬁrst novel written by Amy Tan and has sold millions
of copies, unusual for an unknown author and her ﬁrst book. Tan wrote the
novel for her mother and there are many similarities between the book and
her life. The novel centers on Chinese mother-daughter relationships and the
bond of the Joy Luck Club women. Perkins 1871.
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“Well, I’m currently working on another novel, and this is where I come
for inspiration.”
“In the middle of a desert?”
“Ha ha,” she chuckled, “yes, it does sound slightly odd, but it’s like I go
off into a different world when I write. It’s just me and my writing for those
few hours.”
“That’s really neat,” I said with a smile.
She responded with a smile and said, “Yes, it’s a luxury to be able to do
something that I love to do.”7
“Since you’ll be here for a little while, do you mind if I stay and perhaps
ask you a few questions?”
“Sure thing, do you want to take a seat?” she asked, motioning to the
large sandstone rock a few yards away.
“Oh, sure, that’s a good idea” I replied, thankful that there was a rock
on which we could sit. I nestled into as comfortable a position as I could for
sitting on a rock, taking in the enormity of the landscape around me.
With the desert surrounding us and the wind lightly blowing, I thought
that it would be appropriate to ask Tan about her story “Half and Half.”8 “In
The Joy Luck Club, Rose Hsu Jordan told ‘Half and Half’ from her point of
view; I’m curious about a certain point in the story when her family goes to
the beach.” I explained.
“Ah yes,” Amy said, with her back straight and her hands lightly folded
on her lap.9
I continued, “Rose was told to look after her brothers at the beach when
she suddenly sees her youngest brother, Bing, fall into the ocean. She is the
only one that sees him, but yet cannot reach out to help because she’s frozen, not
knowing what to do. Did a situation similar to this happen in your life?”
“No, I actually based the story off of a book that my mom had, called The
__________
7
“Amy.”
8
“Half and Half” is a story told in The Joy Luck Club by daughter Rose Hsu
Jordan. In the story, the family takes a road trip to the beach. Tan.
9
I noticed in the interview that Tan had great posture and had her hands resting
on her lap when not gesturing when she was speaking. “Writing Women’s
Lives.”
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Twenty-Six Malignant Gates10 in which it said that a loved one could be lost
in the sea.”
“Oh,” I replied softly, thinking about my own brother and how devastating it
would be if anything happened to him. Switching topics, I continued, “The title
of this chapter parallels with so many relationships in the story: the relationship
between Ted and Rose, American and Chinese, the relationship Rose’s mother
has with God, how she uses the Bible under that table leg that is too short.
Do you feel that many Chinese-Americans feel this way in different parts of
their lives? Did you feel this way at times, like you were split in half?”
“Yes, I really did feel split in half at certain times, perhaps less than half
at times. Growing up I was often the only Chinese student in my classes,
so I felt split and separated from my classmates in that way.11 I think many
Chinese-Americans, especially young Chinese-Americans, feel half and half.
They are immersed in the American culture with school and friends, but at
home they have their Chinese culture and their family.”
I nodded, trying to understand where she was coming from and what it
must be like for a young Chinese-American.12
__________
10
The Twenty-Six Malignant Gates was a book that described all the bad things
that could happen to you outside the protection of your house. Tan 87.
11
Huntley 4.
12
Reﬂecting on what Tan has said in interviews about young Chinese-Americans,
I try to understand where she is coming from, but it’s difﬁcult. How can I?
I am a Caucasian without a trace of Chinese heritage. On the surface, we
are nothing alike, but digging deeper, we can still relate to young ChineseAmericans or any other type of young person for that matter. The color of our
skin can’t stop us from relating to one another. Although on a different scale, I
could perhaps compare the awkwardness of being the sole Chinese-American
student in class, to being the last person chosen in P.E. class, or being singled
out for the way I dress by someone. Here at Loras, we can try to understand
the international students, as they are the minority among other students. We
must try to put ourselves in the other person’s shoes, or envision a similar
situation so that we may try to understand what they are feeling.
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A gust of warm desert air brushed my face and brought me back to our
conversation. “I also noticed that the sixteen stories told in The Joy Luck
Club were split in half between being told by mothers and by daughters.”
“Yes, that is correct. I have Molly Giles to thank for the format of that
book. She helped me to realize the different stories that I had and helped me
with my writing in a way that ‘didn’t dishearten me at all.’13
Wow, I thought. What an amazing story. I was in awe of Amy Tan, my
mouth open in amazement. It wasn’t too long before I felt the heat of the sun
drying it out. Man, I’m thirsty.
“Miss? Excuse me, miss, would you like something to drink?” a stewardess
dressed in her crisp navy blue suit asked caringly.
“Yes . . . yes please,” I answered, somewhat confused after being woken
from my dream. Where was Amy? I looked around but I couldn’t see her.
All I saw was the back of the heads of the people in Row 6. I must have been
dreaming, because this place looks nothing like a desert.
“Here you go, Miss,” the stewardess said, handing me a cool glass of
water. How I wanted to go back to sleep! There were so many things I could
ask Amy!
Ding! “The captain has lit the seatbelt light. Please fasten your seatbelts
as we will be landing soon,” a woman announced.
I slept longer than I thought. 12:57 P.M. We’re almost there! I knew my
cousins would be in the airport anticipating my arrival. The plane began to
make its gradual descent, continuously decreasing our altitude and soon enough,
our plane hit the runway smoothly, gliding into the Los Angeles International
Airport. What a ﬂight. I gathered my carry-ons once more, ready to jump out
of my seat. Standing up, I noticed that I dropped something. As I reached
down, I saw that it was a note folded in half. Curious, I opened it up.

__________
13
Molly Giles was a writer that helped Tan by giving her constructive criticism
while she was writing The Joy Luck Club. “Amy.”
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Joanna,
Don’t let anyone get you down, and remember to use
your imagination. Even if you can’t do all the things
you want to do, you can always “imagine them and
put them in a story.”14 Maybe our paths will cross again
some day. Best of luck with your writing!
Amy Tan
No way! I looked around the airplane, searching for a person, anyone
who might have put this note in my seat. No such luck, everyone else was
too preoccupied with gathering their own belongings. I saw a splash of black
out of the corner of my eye and I looked just in time to see a Chinese woman
walk out the door of the airplane. Could it be?
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Matthew Balk

Ritual
The old man, his face riddled with
seemingly perpetual stubble,
creaks out of his twin size mattress,
his callused, wrinkled feet numb from the cold
hardwood ﬂoor.
Eyes squinted, driving east,
in his 1987 burgundy Buick Century,
he stops at McDonalds
and instinctively orders
two Styrofoam cups
ﬁlled to the brim with
scalding hot coffee,
poured by a short, blonde employee
with newly tightened braces.
He drives past the factory
as he has done every day for years.
Its towering cylindrical smokestacks
belch white death.
He fumbles with the radio dial,
checking for the Cubs score.
His journey ends at
the cemetery.
The old man hikes up the dewy grass and
gently places one steaming cup of coffee on top of
the marble tombstone,
and, after glancing around,
starts talking about the game.
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Jessica Urgo

The Silver Band
He stood there, shaking in his boots, his weapon still poised at the ready in
case of any more surprises. The voices of his comrades rushed in around him.
Only when he felt a hand on his back did he drop the barrel to his shoulder. He
clutched it across his chest, index ﬁnger straight and off the trigger but ready
to ﬁre, just as he was taught at boot camp.
“Hey, it’s ok now, alright? You’re ok.”
The words tumbled in his head but he was still not sure whether or not he
believed they were real. The only reality was the hand squeezing his shoulder,
but that alone was not enough to comfort him. It was not until the ragged sootstreaked face of Paul appeared in front of him that he began to truly calm. Paul
reached out and grabbed both of Dan’s shoulders and leaned his face close so
that their noses almost touched and gently shook him back and forth.
“Hey, it’s all right, you got’em, it’s ok.”
Dan shook his head to rattle his brain back to reality, or what reality he
was offered. Without thinking, he looked down. Saliva caught in his throat and
he began to choke on it. He spluttered and dislodged it onto the ﬂoor. He never
could get used to the blood. It had a stench he could never seem to relieve his
nostrils of.
Something groaned in the corner. He looked up just in time to see Paul
walk into the shadows. A ﬂash shattered the dark as a bang erupted and the
groans were immediately silenced. The gunﬁre immediately soothed his nerves
as he was swallowed in the comfort of the familiar sound. He closed his eyes
for a moment to shake away the last remaining bits of shock. A small sigh
escaped his lips before he opened his eyes to survey the damage.
The room was bare except for the bodies scattered on the ﬂoor. One,
two, three, four—his eyes skipped around the room—ﬁve, six—over in the
corner—seven. Most of them lay in a half moon around his feet. A couple lay
clutching their bellies, three of the men by his feet had fallen haphazardly
around each other and their limbs twisted around one another as if they were
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not only giving each other one last embrace, but also embracing death. The
rest just lay ﬂat on their backs, their eyes stared blankly up at heaven. All of
them shared the same wide-eyed haunted stare. They didn’t even look like
soldiers. They wore t-shirts and tan pants. Most of them had tan shirts as well,
but some were brightly colored reds and blues. Several of them were clad in
colored scarves which draped around their shoulders. One couple had managed
to acquire boots, but many of them simply wore brown leather sandals.
“Bastards,” he muttered. As he stepped over a body the toe of his boot
cracked loudly over the nose of one of the fallen. The faces of the men standing
around him were sallow and smeared with dirt. They looked as if they had
crawled out of their own graves, ﬁtting since it was likely some of them were
half dead on the inside now anyway. Some walked around the perimeter of
the room, guns at the ready, checking closets and windows. Two men kneeled
down next to the bodies, their ﬁngers checking the clothing, every so often
pocketing their ﬁndings. Their faces were all set in the same grim fashion,
but from the way their eyes dashed from him to the bodies he could tell they
were in shock as he was. None had thought of him as that capable with his
frail form, but then again, neither had he.
“Alright guys, let’s keep moving” Paul said wearily, clearly unfazed by
the day’s events thus far. They looked longingly out the window. What they
would not give to spend the day in this room and pretend the earth shook and
the sky lit up at night because those were real ﬁre works, and the screams
outside were those of children, screeching happily to one another in a game of
tag. The city stretched out before them, attacking all their senses. Explosions
haunted their ears, and it seemed they would never be able to get the taste of
sand out of their mouths. The stench of death in the end would force them
to press on, although he supposed they could have thrown the bodies in the
hallway, but it would have been a dead giveaway if others of their kind came
through. And they would not be able to get rid of the blood anyway, a grim
reminder that although they could hide from the reality outside they would
not be able to leave it behind. At Paul’s urging they left their fantasies with
the dead and trod out the door to crawl from house to house until dusk when
they would secure a house for the night.
*
*
*
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Shadows had long since begun to creep out from the walls. Now they
laid themselves down over the streets and crawled from avenue to avenue,
up windows, over doors, and slowly but noticeably over the bodies of the 3rd
Battalion, 1st Marines. The men swiftly walked away from the shadows, but
could not escape them.
“Last house,” Paul called out from the back of the line. He didn’t like
the shadows. They befriended the hajji who hid in the houses. The shadows
would shroud the enemy, and there they would hide in silence until the ﬂash
from their guns shredded their dark cloak. He dropped his head for a moment
and closed his eyes. Last house.
He didn’t know why he prayed to God, he might as well pray to the dirt.
Sometimes it seemed to offer more protection than God did, and you spent
much more time with it. Especially in the end. The only thing a man respected
out here was luck. It was luck that sent a mortar a couple more feet to the right
of you. Luck that the bullet was just three inches to the left and in some other
poor son of a bitch’s face and not your own. But just like everything else, luck
runs out, and so Paul guessed when you realized this, that is when you pray
to God, because maybe, just maybe, God will have just a little more luck for
you somewhere.
Paul’s head jerked up just in time to duck under a piece of wood making
a bee line for his face.
“Hey douche, wake up, we’re goin’ in.” Dan seemed to have fully recovered
from his shock this morning, or at least he seemed to recover his obnoxious
humor. He grinned crookedly at Paul before smashing the door handle with
the butt of his gun.
“Where the hell is that bulldozer anyways? They’re making us work too
hard.” Dan complained. He smashed it again and the wood splintered around
the handle. One more hit and the handle fell to the ground with a clang. Dan
scooped it up and tossed it at Paul.
“Have a souvenir, you can send it back to your girl. Tell her it’s from the
house of a real live towel head.” He chuckled at his own joke.
Paul chucked the handle at Dan’s head.
“Get a move on shit head, you’re holding us up.”
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Dan nodded and kicked the door with the soles of his worn boots. They
were tan like the ground beneath them and at times they camouﬂaged so
well with the sand it sometimes seemed they had no feet at all. Once. Twice.
Wood splintered beneath Dan’s heel. His body was so slight, Paul wondered
sometimes how he got here. He had no body fat, and it seemed sometimes,
no muscle mass. You could put your hand around his wrist and the thumb
and pinky would over lap. On the third kick the door ﬂew open and banged
against a wall. The sound rattled off the walls and back outside to the dusty
men hunched against the house. Everything was still except for the door which
squeaked back and forth on rusted hinges. Dan took point, poised his riﬂe at
the ready and got on one knee next to the doorway. He poked his head inside
as close to the ground as he could get himself with his gun pointing up.
They’d been getting down on one knee and aiming up instead of stacking
the doors like they were taught since Rigs died. Stacking didn’t work. The
Iraqis knew they were coming. Americans were trained to be aggressive, to
walk right into the shit and start shooting because no one would think of that.
And they were so wrong, Paul thought, so horribly wrong. The hajj would
wait inside and aim at the doorway about the height of a man’s head and then
down goes 1-Man and 2-Man before they even knew what hit ’em. That’s how
Rigs died. Shot in the face. Fourth point man lost this month. It was a shame;
he’d been a good one.
“All clear,” Dan said and stood up, pressing his back against the remains
of the door. He rolled his body in through the doorway, hugging the doorframe
with his back until his form was eaten by the darkness. The next man followed
suit and one by one they edged from the side of the house into the shadows.
Dan led them around the edge of a small room to a narrow hallway.
Colorful woven rugs lay scattered across the ﬂoor. At least Paul assumed they
were colorful underneath the thick layer of dirt they kicked up. A clay pot lay
in pieces in front of a table. Several books littered the ﬂoor in front of a shelf,
some lay open on the pages as if someone had been reading them and set it
down to go get a glass of water, maybe answer the door. There were no pictures
of family. Not even one hanging on the wall or standing in a frame on a table.
The walls were made of something rough and would make a loud scraping
sound when their packs rubbed against them, leaving them covered in tan dust.
The hallway went two different directions. One way, Paul assumed, led to a
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kitchen type area and the other to a room for sleeping. All the houses were
the same, just rectangular blocks of stone. They crowded around the doorway
leading into the hallway, their guns pointed at the door leading outside and to
the right and left in the hall.
“Alright—Ajax take your squad and go left. Doc, you guys take the front
door. Jake, you guys go right with me. Rex, Lola and Dan, you guys take point,
and Rum, don’t over do anything ok? Let’s move in.”
Paul waved them through the doorway, took one last look in the living
room, then swung his body around the wall and into the dim hall. Their feet
were noisy, but they had broken the door down already, so, no point in trying
to hide their obvious presence. A crash came from what they suspected to be
a kitchen and then hurried footsteps. Paul aimed his gun at the doorway, but
what came through it was not tall enough to be shot where the barrel was
pointing. A hand shot out from the line in front of him and grabbed it. The air
shook with noise for a second, and then was still again. They all were still.
Only for a moment. Just enough time to breathe out. Feet started to move and
again they crept toward the kitchen. Paul tried not to look down and kept his
eyes on the doorway ahead of him, and not at the freshly bleeding adolescent
who lay like he was only sleeping on the ﬂoor.
Dan stood by a sink, the butt of his gun rested on his foot. He leaned back
against the rough wooden counter, his eyes locked somewhere behind Paul.
There were two windows, both with men standing on either side of them, guns
in hand and ready to shoot.
“Everything clear?” Paul asked.
“Yes, sir,” one of the men by a window said.
“Alright boys, check around and then let’s get out of here and head
out.”
Dan and Jabba, who was the largest soldier Paul suspected he would ever
lay eyes on, began searching the cabinets. Jabba’s semi-automatic lay across
the table next to Dan’s M-16A4, dwarﬁng it. The machine gun they called a
SAW for short took up most of the table. Jabba was one of the few men in the
division who could carry it without tiring.
“Hey, look what we have here.” Jabba leaned forward into a cabinet and
pulled out a sniper riﬂe.
“The little bastard,” someone muttered from the corner.
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*
*
*
The sun had long ago set, which they were all thankful for. When it went
down it went like a ball of ﬂames, lighting the streets and buildings on ﬁre as
it went. Dan often wished for a large bucket of water to pour over it to put it
out so it would stop burning his eyes. They’d only been sweeping the city for
a week now but already he was tired. It had taken them long enough to get
into Falluja. When they had arrived there no one had gotten within ﬁve miles
of the city due to all the bombing. They had had to threaten the citizens and
attempted to evacuate the city. However 3,500-5,000 were still left. It wasn’t
a city anymore, it was a wasteland. Families were allowed one gun per home,
but they’d been hiding weapons under ﬂoorboards and burying them in their
backyards, then would unearth their weapons to shoot at the Americans.
From this came their squad’s job—search and seizure. Already they had lost
four point men. Rigs had died a couple days before, shot dead upon entry. He
had died immediately. There hadn’t been any time to think, any time to feel
anything. Except for anger. Pure hatred. The kind that consumes your very
being and thoughts are unable to form. He and Doc got the sand niggers who
killed Rigs. They opened round after round on the pieces of shit until down
they went. He kicked them in the stomachs after they were dead until blood
began to ooze out their mouths.
“Alright, who wants in?” Jake tossed a pack of playing cards out onto the
ﬂoor of the house they secured for the night. They hid in a back room used for
storage. Jars were stacked on shelves against the back wall and brown sacks of
something were stacked randomly. Whoever had lived here previously must
have had a bit of money to afford the extra room, and enough money to ﬂee
without worrying about any of their belongings. The walls were made of the
same tan stone every other house was built out of. Dan might have thought
it was carved out of a mound of sand, except that it held up the low wooden
roof.
Several “yeahs” chorused back and the men dragged the empty propane
tanks the family used for their stoves and gathered in the center of the room.
They settled themselves down on top of them and set one of the cardboard
boxes their meals came in upright in the middle of the circle as an impromptu
card table. The food that came in the boxes tasted old and like cardboard and
smelled even worse, but at least the boxes were of some use. Paul sat on a
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wooden stool he had dragged in from the kitchen by the window on watch and
Jabba sat stifﬂy on his knees in a corner staring at the door. His eyes looked
like black holes except for the spot of light reﬂecting off his pupils. Without
that light Dan would have suspected there was no hope and Jabba was without
a soul, but it was there and so, Jabba’s soul was there too. The SAW lay on
the ground at his knees, hardly what their Sergeant would call At The Ready.
He reminded Dan of a grizzly bear at times, but now he just looked like an
oversized rabbit. No one else seemed to notice his odd behavior, or that if
any hajji came through the door half of them would be spending the next day
dragging the other half to their new beds in the ground or the medical tent. Dan
picked up his gun and moved across the room, careful to avoid the window as
he went, and crouched at the ready next to Jabba.
“Hey man, you ok?”
“Yeah, man. Yeah. I’m good.” The words come out slowly, a deliberate
phrase guarding against anything which might break him open.
“You sure? Come on, what’s up.” Normally Dan wouldn’t press. No one
would. Buffoonery and humor was their out. Humor is bitter, because humor
is needed to exist to have a sound mind, otherwise it was easy to fall apart.
Talking only led to thinking, and if you dwelt too much it would only result
in your mind falling to pieces; a puzzle impossible to put back together. It was
better to wait, to bury it deep within you, away from your veins so it can’t
course through you.
“That kid…” And his voice stopped, kidnapped somewhere deep in his
throat.
“Would have killed us if he’d gotten the chance.” Dan said it harshly. It
was true. The kid hid the gun because if they would have caught him, they
would have taken it away. If he had the gun, he became a warrior, just like
them. They all knew it. The news at home thought they were sick for ﬁlling
kids fuller with bullet holes than their practice marks. Grossly, it was the kids
who were far more deadly—simply because they were so innocent—which
disgusted him most of all.
Jabba nodded and picked up his gun. It was done, all thoughts now buried
treasure to be recovered by psychologists upon return to the States.
A chorus of groans came from the far corner of the room and someone
laughed uproariously. Cards went ﬂying in the direction of the perpetrator who
batted them away and laughed loudly. Dan dropped his gun to his side to see
what all the commotion was about and left Jabba with his thoughts.
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“You just can’t handle me.” Ajax said in high spirits. “Now hand’em
over.”
More groans erupted and the losers pelted Ajax with their cigarettes.
He gathered them up and placed them lovingly one by one in a gold tin with
him real name, Albert, engraved on the top. It reminded Dan of his sister on
Halloween after she’d dumped out all her candy on the ﬂoor. She’d pick out all
the Snickers and Starbursts and place them in a separate bag to be stowed away
like a squirrel does with nuts. The vision made Dan smile, and he suddenly
felt a hard yearning for home.
A yelp from Ajax brought him back to the present. Smiling, he picked up
the last of his cigarettes and hid the case inside one of his pockets. Unlike his
sister, Dan doubted each cigarette would be savored. They would be gone by
tomorrow night.
Dan shoved his way in between Ajax and Doc and tapped his ﬁnger on
the box insinuating that he’d like to be dealt in. Out of the corner of his eye
he saw Paul shift on the stool. There was still another half hour left before
there’d be a rotation, and he should probably try to sleep by then, but he felt
an urge to tell Paul about Jabba. They’d need to watch him in the future. Paul
was always the right person to tell these things too. Nothing disturbed him. He
was just a spectator of some violent game, completely capable of giving the
outsiders point of view. It was for this reason they were so close. Paul could
tell anything to him straight up, and if something happened, Paul was always
there to help him sort it out.
“Pull out your stuff boys, and kiss’em goodbye because the next time you
see’em they’re going to be ashes. C’mon D, let’s see your shit, say goodbye
now!” Ajax goaded.
“I ain’t losing shit. Pull that box back out and say goodbye, I got my ring.”
Dan bragged and wiggled his ﬁngers at his comrades who moaned at the sight
of the woven silver band around his ﬁnger.
“Oh god, not that damn thing again. We’ve heard it a hundred times.” Doc
griped and smacked Dan’s hand down with his ﬁst.
“Heard what?” Lola asked innocently.
“Lola, you goddamned dipshit!” Rum howled and punched him in the
arm as punishment.
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“It’s a claddagh,” Dan went on, not the least bit discouraged by his comrade’s
grumbling. Ajax and Rum covered their ears and sat with their heads in their
laps.
“Tell me when he brings out the pictures!” Ajax shouted excitedly. Dan
smacked him ruthlessly on the back of the head.
“Eat yourself. Anyways, if the point of the heart in the middle points inside,
it means you’re taken.” He pulled the ring from his ﬁnger and demonstrated.
“But if it faces out, like this, it means you’re still single. I gave my old one to
my ex, and she wouldn’t give it back, so this girl, my best friend Laurie, she
gave this to me the day I left to come back here. She told me it’s got all her
love in it and that it’ll protect me because love is the strongest thing in the
world. She said that, exactly that. I don’t need luck because I got all the luck
in the world on my ﬁnger, and look at me, I’m still here, better looking and
with more ladies than all the rest of you.” Dan smirked. At the mention of luck
Rum looked up from his lap. He stared directly into Dan’s eyes.
“Luck runs out.” He said darkly. For a moment the air became stale.
“Pictures!” Ajax wailed obnoxiously. “No one cares you’re a pussy! Show
us the pictures! I wanna see girls!”
“Alright, alright, quit your bitching.” Dan said irritably, but he grinned
and pulled out the pictures from his wallet. A young girl sat on a bed with an
open book in her lap. Her hair cascaded down her back in blond curls. She was
looking up, and her hand was reaching for the camera as if to say “don’t you
dare take a picture of me,” but she smiled like she wanted it done anyway.
“Alright assholes, who’s coming to take watch for me?” Paul said from
his place by the window. “And put that shit away and go to bed, or I’ll make
you sleep outside.”
The men grumbled, but settled down along the walls. Dan opted for the
area next to the door on the side that hinged to give him more reaction time
if someone unwanted broke through the door. Paul strode over to him and
plunked down next to him.
“Alright, now let’s see those pictures” he said, and winked.
*
*
*
How long they had been crouching in the shed Paul didn’t know. Every ﬁve
minutes or so their little wooden barrier trembled from the unwanted ﬁreworks
display. They wouldn’t be able to stay here much longer. Paul looked over the
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worn faces of his comrades. Eight men sat practically on top of one another.
No one shifted, no one spoke. They just stared blankly ahead, the butts of
their guns rested in their laps and the barrels leaned against their shoulders. A
couple of them held shovels which had fallen from the walls when the earth
shook. It was darker now and the gun ﬁre was low, which meant the hajji were
having trouble seeing. Just guess work. A waste of ammunition if you asked
Paul, more for their side than anything. He lay down on his belly. Doc, who
kneeled behind him, protested when Paul’s knees landed dangerously close
to the soft area between his legs. Paul nudged him in the cheek with the toe of
his boot hard enough to shut him up. It smelled like shit, which assured him he
was lying in it, but he no longer cared. His legs had begun to cramp up over an
hour ago and it felt good to stretch them out, if only a little bit. A small beam
of light shone through a hole in the wall near the ground. The edges around
the hole were jagged where the wood had split when the bullets came through.
Paul got up on his elbows and shoved the barrel in the hole to take aim at the
hajji who had taken a liking to them over the past half hour. The Iraqi had
been getting cocky; his head peeped over the stack of wood in the next yard
far too long than he should, his ﬁngers hesitating on the trigger for seconds too
long. Paul had told his men to quit ﬁring 45 minutes ago to save ammo, so the
hajji must have thought he had them. The shed heaved with the earth under it.
He steadied himself again and pulled the trigger. Suddenly the ﬁre coming in
through the window ceased. He lay quiet for awhile on the ground until he saw
men in tan camouﬂage moving in front of the fences and wood piles towards
the street. The rest of his group had their backs up against a house about ten
feet away from them. Behind him Dan sat in the corner pressing a ball of cloth
against Ajax’s side, whose head rested on the wall behind them with his eyes
closed. Dan’s eyes were wide and concentrated on the slowly growing spot of
red. He’s thinking of Rigs, Paul thought. He’s afraid Ajax is going to die too.
But that’s what happens. Death is unfortunate, but it is also our business. You
can’t watch for death or it will only overcome you. You must prepare for death.
It’s everywhere, even back home in the civilized world. The only difference
is here it is more untimely and generally more gruesome.
“Ok guys, time to move. We’ll be safer in that house.” Paul said while
he attempted to stand up in the tangle of legs. “Ajax, stay here for a couple
minutes while we secure the house for you.” He ordered. Dan’s head jerked up
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and he looked at Paul angrily. “Don’t worry, he’ll be ﬁne. We’re not leaving
him” Paul assured him, “now come on point man, let’s get moving.”
Slowly they crept out of the shed to the side of the house. With their
backs against the wall they edged around to the front door. The setting sun
reﬂected off the layer of broken window glass that lay over the sand, glittering
so brightly he felt he would be blinded. The door in front had already been
kicked in and laid splintered inside the house. Dan went down on one knee with
his gun at the edge of the frame. No one moved. A SAW went off somewhere
in the background and Paul began to get antsy to get inside. Dan stood and
waved them in. They slid in through the door into formation, ready to shoot
the ﬁrst thing that moved. But there was nothing. This house was different,
Paul noticed. It was clean. Books were stacked neatly beside a pale statue of
a man holding something in his arms. Blankets lay crumpled in piles on the
ﬂoor among groups of colorful pillows and mats were stacked neatly in a
corner. The only sign of abandonment was the sand that lightly peppered the
rugs and furniture. People were still living here. And the hallway only led in
one direction. Rum moved in ﬁrst, followed by Dan, Doc, Paul and Jabba.
The hall was dark except for a niche to the right of the door at the end where
a broken window let in light. From where Paul stood he could only see half
the door, so the hall must slink left to more rooms, but how many rooms could
there really be in this place? He pondered the layout of the house as they slunk
against the wall toward the end of the hall. He was so caught up in the layout
of the house, he didn’t even realize what was happening when he heard the
SAW go off, or the blood curdling scream.
*
*
*
All Dan saw was Rum leap into the room when the door opened and then
duck. He didn’t see the men inside. He didn’t hear the glass breaking, or the
yelling. Just the guns. And then he felt it. It stabbed him in the chest and the
leg. He hit the ﬂoor and felt it rock beneath him. Fire burst in his ankle. The
heat swam up his leg through his veins and he screamed. Again there was a
stabbing sensation in his leg and the ﬂames jumped upward, swathing his leg
in heat that burned away every bone and ligament. Confusion was lost from
his mind, he no longer wondered what was happening. I only need to get
away, Dan thought. Just get away from the ﬁre. Find some water to douse it,
he thought, put out the ﬁre. He rolled onto his belly to protect his chest and
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clawed at the carpet in a futile attempt to crawl away from the door. And then
it exploded within him. It rocked his body and for a moment he was blinded
by the pain. Someone was screaming relentlessly in the background, a loud,
high pitched scream that rattled his insides. The ﬁre burned everywhere now.
He clawed so hard at the carpet he could feel it pulling away his ﬁngernails.
Something wet began to coat his body and for a moment he thought the ﬁre
would be doused by it. But it was warm. It grew warmer underneath him. He
looked down and saw the red growing. His hand moved to his back side where
the ﬁre was the hottest. He brought his hand back to his face. It was red like
the growing spot on the cloth he’d used to staunch Ajax’s wound. And then
he realized it was him who was screaming.
*
*
*
The last box of Dan’s things was almost full. Paul placed the pictures
of Laurie and the wallet on top of Dan’s clean camouﬂage. He had already
thrown the bloody ones Dan had been wearing away, he didn’t need to wear
them when they took him away. It had taken all morning to track the cammys
down and ﬁsh the wallet and pictures out of the pockets. Last to go in was
the silver claddagh ring. Paul pulled it from his pocket and stared at it. Dan
had screamed bloody murder when they took it off of him. They had to take
everything off, it was policy. But he pleaded with them just to have that ring.
He didn’t mind anything else; he just had to have that ring. The medics had
pulled it off anyway and handed it to Paul. Tears poured down Dan’s cheeks
and he silently reached out for the ring. That was the last time he saw Dan,
arm stretched out to him, weeping silently.
There was nothing that could have been done. Paul had been trapped
in the niche by the window. He couldn’t possibly get a clear shot of the guy
shooting Dan. Bullets were whizzing in front of his nose and down by his legs
and all he could do was shoot at the damned door and hope he’d be lucky and
some bullets would make it through. In the end it was Jabba who saved Dan.
He barreled down the hall with his SAW shooting at the door. Rum came in
behind him, letting out round after round. They had already supposed Rum long
dead at that point since he had gone into the room, but he dove out through a
nearby window and came charging like a mad man down the hall with bits of
glittering glass stuck in his face and screaming a war cry all the way. Jabba
threw Dan over his shoulder and stampeded back down the hall. A bullet got
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him in the shoulder and he cried out, but continued to charge on. Rum and Paul
rushed the door with their guns pointed straight at the enemy’s faces. They
killed every sand nigger inside.
He’d had to take pictures of the men who shot Dan, for records. After the
last picture, one of the hajji began to groan. Paul looked him in the eyes and
spat on him.
“Go to hell” he said quietly, and then shot him between the eyes.
He supposed it was Dan’s screams that got him. Maybe it was his agonized
face, or the fact that he was powerless to do anything and it was his squad he
was supposed to be in charge of that was losing point man after point man.
Life after precious life. Whatever it was, he couldn’t get rid of the stone he
had felt drop to his gut the moment he heard Dan’s ﬁrst screams.
He had thought about keeping the ring, but it wasn’t his to have. He held
it in his ﬁngers for a little longer, rolled it between his thumb and ﬁrst ﬁnger
and held it up to the light for a moment before he brought it to his lips. Then
he placed it in the box and taped it up. Lastly he wrote Laurie’s address on
top which he had found on an old envelope she had sent something to Dan in.
For the life of him, he could not understand luck. All he knew was that it ran
out when it chose. It chose to run out for Dan in that instant the door opened,
and prevailed for Rum as he ﬂew by and out the window. And it would choose
when it would run out for him. He sat down on the ﬂoor and pulled the box up
between his legs, and wrapped his arms around it. And he remembered Rigs,
who was everybody’s best friend, and then all the other men. Then he put his
face down in his arms and started to sob.
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Hilary Hahn

Dinner with Dad at Five
In worn-out overalls
clouded with the day’s fragments of brick,
you lean,
placing one powdery-red arm
underneath the other,
hip against the stove.
Slowly,
the silver fork
becomes your trowel
easing its way back and forth
as I eagerly watch
your hands,
caked with mortar,
stir the leftover
spaghetti.
And somewhere,
between the spicy meatballs
and canned mushrooms
there’s an answer
as to why she cheated,
why she left us,
and why I love you
even more because
of it all.
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Barbara Simon

White Pine Hollow State Preserve
Naturally Stupendous
The early morning drive to White Pine Hollow State Preserve on the ﬁrst
weekend in September was sunny, but cool – good sweatshirt weather. My
eighteen-year-old son, Paul, who doesn’t usually hang out with ‘Mom,’ was
actually eager to accompany me to one of his favorite hunting spots. During
the meandering 26-mile drive on Highway 52, north of Dubuque, I searched
for glimpses of autumn, concerned that the rumors I had been hearing about
a colorless fall due to the dry summer, could be true.
White Pine Hollow, a 712-acre state preserve adjacent to 232 acres of state
forest, slumbers in the northwest corner of Dubuque County, Iowa. Among
the expanse of northeast Iowa’s ubiquitous rolling farmland, the area measures
slightly less than one and a half square miles, and is a dramatic contrast to the
domain in which it sits. In 1934, Iowa made it the state’s ﬁrst forest preserve
under the name of Pine Hollow. Later, it became commonly known as Pine
Creek Hollow. In 1968, an ofﬁcial dedication made it a state preserve. It may
have been at this time it became formally known as White Pine Hollow.
I had only visited this spot once before, several years ago, for an afternoon
hike with my husband and two sons. Attempts to return for later hikes were
always preempted by other events. But the beauty of the forest with its steep
ravines, rock exposures, and scent of decaying leaves stuck in my memory. I
was anxious to explore it once again.
My recollection of the hollow contradicts the impression it made upon Earl
J. LaBrier of Springﬁeld, Illinois. In 1960 he submitted a scientiﬁc research
paper to Dubuque’s Carnegie Stout Public Library entitled, Some Preliminary
Notes on Pine Creek Hollow Area. A thorough paper, indeed, in respect to the
area’s geology, ecology, ﬂora, and fauna. It is his “An Evaluation of the Area
As to Scenic Beauty,” as his paper’s opening that I dispute.
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“Perhaps the outstanding feature of Pine Creek Hollow is that
within its 650 acres (its size at the time) there is completely
lacking anything stupendous. There are no mammoth
waterfalls, no promontories of sufﬁcient height from which
to view the surrounding countryside, no limestone caves
developed enough to compare with the great formations south
of Dubuque or near Guttenburg…But in the wake of this
absence of all that one would imagine and expect to ﬁnd in
a conservation area there stands out a truly great qualitative
character: simplicity……This subtle simplicity that nature
manifests at Pine Creek Hollow comes as a disappointment to
the tourist but a challenge to the naturalist and scientist.”
I know I won’t be disappointed today.
We pull into the preserve’s east entrance. There are two vehicles parked in
the grassy and shaded area in front of the safety-orange metal gate that keeps
motor vehicles out of the woods. This gate is only three or four years old and
reminds me of the time my husband, Dave, and his best friend got snowed in at
the creek bottom a quarter of a mile in from the entrance. Their day of hunting
in the woods secluded them from the snowstorm that menaced just outside.
Although the snow fell within the hollow’s conﬁnes, the forest broke the wind
that caused the drifting snow and closing of roads. Their preoccupation with
the hunt probably lessened concern for the weather. They shoveled the truck
out of the bottom using a saucer sled, sliced in two with a pocketknife. It took
them two hours to dig out, but he said it seemed like a week. And the quarter
of a mile to the road seemed like twenty. Had the gate been in place then, it
would have saved us all a lot of worry.
Paul and I hike the road that used to allow visitors to get closer to the
preserve’s interior. Ruts scar the forest ﬂoor, but provide an easy walking
path. Summer green grasses grow down the abandoned road’s center, and
early fallen brown leaves ﬁll the tire tracks. The morning air is damp, sweet,
and clean. A mist rises from the woods as the warming air evaporates the dew
from the ground cover. Mild breezes nudge the dew from the leaves above,
creating the illusion of a sun shower. Raspberry and blackberry bushes are
picked clean of their fruit – seasonal food for the local birds, squirrels, and
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other animals that reside in White Pine Hollow. Wildﬂowers poke their heads
in our direction as we pass – purples, yellows, pinks.
We venture farther inward. Sunlight ﬁlters through the thickening canopy,
sprinkling the ground with yellow dots. I look up and see maples and oaks.
They grow straight and strong, their trunks barren until they reach the canopy
and open like umbrellas against the unblemished blue sky. Where are the White
Pines?
Unfortunately, research is discovering a decrease in population of the
White Pine in the hollow that bears its name. They are no longer replanting
themselves in the ‘ﬂat upland and ridgetop habitats’ where they currently
dwell. The vast population of deciduous trees, particularly sugar maples and
ironwood, are overtaking the understory, the area below the tallest trees. They
are more tolerant of shade and are able to grow well in the shadows of the
White Pines. What this prevents, however, is for the White Pine, a tree that
requires nurturing by the sun, to grow under the veil of other trees. Their one
hope for survival is their ability to root in to the steepest slopes and along the
ridges high above deep ravines. Here they are able to receive ample sunshine
and to avoid being nibbled on by deer.
This rise and fall of the White Pine may be part of natural pattern of
growth. A study of northern Wisconsin woods reveals that it takes 300 years
for deciduous trees to mature beneath the mighty pines. It then takes an
additional 300 to 500 years for the pines to die off and for their leafy cousins
to claim ownership of the forest. This is a pattern that likely repeats itself,
cycling between the coniferous and deciduous species. While there is concern
for the survival of the White Pines in the preserve, making a concerted effort
to save them may possibly cause unforeseen ecological damage to other life in
the forest. The interference of humans to preserve may ultimately destroy.
Crack! The blast of a .22 ﬁlls echoes through the trees and lingers as it travels
through the valleys.
“Squirrel season!” says Paul.
I regret my choice of clothing – blue jeans and a tan sweatshirt.
“How far away, do you think?”
“Far enough. That sounded like it came from the south side.”
“O.K., “ I said, unconvinced. I remembered the vehicles parked at the
east entrance. I ﬁgured there were at least two hunters in the woods. Maybe
more parked at the south entrance.
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Other elements of the ‘outside world’ crept in on our hike. Cows bellowed
in the distance and the smell of a nearby pig farm interfered with the earthy
smells I had been enjoying. But still, I also heard blue jays harassing other
birds, as they do. Mosquitoes and locusts hummed, vibrating the air in steady
rhythm.
We are off of the road now and hiking up and down hills that get steeper
the farther we go in. We weave in and out of thickly growing trees, mature and
saplings. The forest seems to have been plucked from another and plopped
in the middle of corn and hay ﬁelds. That its pristine quality has survived is
quite amazing. White Pine Hollow is considered to be a ‘relict’ forest. Relict,
meaning left behind from an earlier time. Most of its success, however, can be
attributed to it being left alone. Left alone from logging, park development,
or any myriad of things that people can think to do with a beautiful piece of
land. Many thanks go to the Dubuque High School Nature Club of 1932 who
took interest in the forest and wanted to preserve the area as a nature study.
Around this idea, the Dubuque County Conservation Society was formed and
raised funds to purchase the tract of land from its owner. To this day, White
Pine Hollow has remained almost entirely unscathed from outside forces.
Because of these early conservationists, White Pine Hollow’s unique
microclimate still exists today. A microclimate is one that differs from that of
its immediate surrounding area. This type of forest, containing White Pine and
Yew, is more likely to be found in northern Minnesota and Wisconsin, along
the Canadian border. There are several species of ﬂora that are also typical
of these far north woods. Among these are Gymnocarpium robertianum,
Chrysosplenium ioense, Ribes hudsonianum, viola renifolia, and Habenaria
hookeri. These plants survive because of steep, north facing slopes that are
kept cool by cold air and water that release themselves through crevices in the
Niagra limestone that sleeps below the surface. Ice has been found hiding in
these crevices well past the end of spring. This internal cooler, a constant
temperature, keeps the temperature within White Pine Hollow typically several
degrees cooler in the summer and several degrees warmer in the winter than
its neighboring farmland.
I know Dave and Paul have found ‘warms spots’ to eat lunch while hunting
in cold weather. They ﬁnd sinkholes to sit in so they are out of the wind. On
my initial trip here they showed me one sinkhole they frequent. This geologic
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formation is common on the peaks of valley walls that look to the north. Most
are closed at the bottom, but some drain rain into cracks in the earth. This
water spills to underground caves formed from years of patient erosion of
the limestone rock below the earthen surface. These cracks breathe air that is
warmer than December’s frosty breath. Not only does this relieve the hunter
from the cold, but the water that seeps into these sinkholes assists nature in
creating and maintaining unique algiﬁc slopes in the preserve. They are so
named because the ground ‘sinks’ over these caves like naturally formed bowls,
hilltop valleys. They vary in size from two meters wide and one meter deep
to an incredible ﬁfteen meters wide and six meters deep! I can only imagine
the dark caverns that crawl beneath the tree’s roots.
But back to the surface. White Pine Hollow’s uniqueness spreads to the
host of plant species that are rare in Iowa but ﬁnd refuge here. These are
mermaid weed, golden saxiffrage, highbush cranberry, nodding onion, and
spotted coral root. An endangered plant, the northern wild monkshod also
makes its home at White Pine Hollow. Two endangered animals are found
in the preserve; the Indiana bat and the Pleistocene snail, also known as the
Amber snail.
The vigorous walk warms me and I’m glad for the water bottle I brought
along. I stop and tilt my head back to drink when I see my ﬁrst pine. Its
dominance startles me. We are halfway up a long hill, and the woods have
parted to honor the magniﬁcent giant of a tree looming over us. It juts above
the canopy with authority, letting all know who is king of this forest. The
maples and oaks seem suddenly small and I feel even smaller.
We walk to the top of this hill and we see more of these pines. Not many,
but several more close to one another. Safety in numbers. Their trunks are far
too round for my arms to encircle. The ground underneath them is carpeted in
needles and my feet feel the softness of its bed.
I wonder how old they are. There are some pines here that date back to
the 1860s, and one’s inception is known to be 1829. There are oak trees in the
preserve that are more than 300 years old, and one that dates back to 1560. I
wonder what memories are held within their rings.
Rock also emerges in this area. Large chunks of it exit the earth for air.
Some are the color of sand; some more grayed from the weather. Others, still,
are emerald green with lichen and moss. In the low growth of ﬂora, I can see
squirrel digs in the dirt and deer rubs on small saplings.
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Paul walks into a thin strand of spider’s silk. Frantically grabbing at his
face, he notices there are a lot of spider webs here – he wants to leave.
“What spider webs?” I ask.
“You can’t see them? Stand over here and look this way!”
“Oh, those spider webs.”
Webs were strewn from tree to tree; sunlight glancing off the dew that
hasn’t yet burned off. It looks like a game of cat’s cradle gone bad.
“O.K. We can go,” I agree, well aware of the arachniphobia he and his
younger brother, Russell, have inherited from their father.
It’s been a good hike – not a disappointment at all.
*
*
*
October 30th ﬁnds me on my next trip to White Pine Hollow, this time with
my husband, Dave. My earlier concern of a colorless autumn was unfounded.
We see some of the most brilliant hues in leaves I can remember from the
recent past. But I say that almost every year.
Today’s weather is gray and overcast. Rain is expected around noon, so
I hope to be out of the woods by then. The road to the south entrance turns
from a gravel road to a narrow driveway that is a dead end. There is a grassy
parking area for visitors, but this entrance does not have a road or a gate into
the woods. Just a natural tree line keeps the vehicles out of the preserve. Two
pickup trucks are already parked here. It is bow season and I assume these
are hunters hoping to shoot a trophy buck. This time I am prepared, wearing
my orange hoody and a safety-orange plastic tie-on vest. Dave laughs at my
caution.
“Shouldn’t you be wearing orange?” I ask.
“It’s bow season – I’m not too worried about it.”
“Why not – you could get shot by a bow, you know.”
“A bow doesn’t have the same range as a shotgun. The hunter has to be
in close range to shoot a deer with a bow. Believe me, a hunter will see us.”
“Whatever.” I leave my vest on.
We venture into the south entrance at around 9:30. I am hoping to see the
waterfalls that Dave has told me about. Dave stops several times and looks
around, making sure we are heading in the right direction. The steep hills
begin almost immediately at this entrance. Up and down.
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Many more leaves are on the ground this trip. Our feet sink into them,
crunching and crackling in rough, hard noises. In their midst, I ﬁnd ferns as
green as summer growing, seemingly unaware of winter’s approach.
Thirty-foot ‘baby’ pine trees begin to appear. Their trunk diameters
are ﬁve to six inches and their height is twenty-ﬁve to thirty feet. They are
straight as arrows, shooting directly at the sun. Their soft branches look like
bottlebrushes distending from their trunks close to the tree’s tops.
Our hike leads us to a steep ravine. White Pines grow at the very edge
of the curved ravine and spread before me like a smile. These are very old
trees, like the ones I saw on my last visit to the preserve. Their fuzzy green
branches are soft like cotton against the sharp edged sugar maple leaves in
yellow, orange, and red. They are majestic trees. I question LaBrier’s eye for
beauty.
Dave and I climb into the ravine, at least seventy-ﬁve feet from ridgetop to dry creek bed. There is no path of least resistance here – not by foot,
anyway. We walk far out and back on a more gradual slope to reach the bottom.
Footing is tricky here. Large rocks and loose stones, speciﬁcally Ordovician
age Brainard Member of the Maquoketa Shale, ﬁll the creek bottom, each
demanding their own space. These rocks were deposited as sediment 458 to
425 million years ago when this area was a seaway. The ravine sides are made
up of Niagran Dolomite limestone, only 370 million years old. The massive
rocks and craggy terrain survived in this spot because of its location in ‘the
driftless area.’ This portion of land in northeast Iowa was left untouched by
the most recent glaciers, left to its ancient formations.
We walk and climb the creek bed. Though it is void of water now, dried,
mud covered weeds and sticks are caught in rock ten to twelve feet above the
ﬂoor, revealing the height of the water that rushed through here in the spring.
This quiet and unassuming gully must have been raging.
“So where’s the waterfall?” I ask.
“This is it.”
“What do you mean, this is it?
“See all these ‘steps’ in the creek bed? In the spring, water falls from one
to another – a water fall. They’re bigger farther up.”
“Oh.” I say, a little disappointed.
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Farther up the creek bed there is standing water in low spots. Brown and
orange leaves ﬂoat on the surface of the brown, mud lined pool. The gray sky
reﬂects around the leaves, and I see rain drops splash against it.
“We should go – it’s starting to rain,” I say.
We head back to the car. The climb up is more difﬁcult than the climb
down. I grab trees, stumps, and thick weeds to help pull myself to the top. A
person could have a serious accident here. Once on the ridge, we stop to catch
our breath and to let our legs rest. White Pine Hollow is certainly a challenge
to the hiker. We move on. The rain is slow, but steady.
“Do you know where we’re going?” I ask.
“Ya – just give me a second to get my bearings.”
I’m glad he has bearings, because I don’t. If I came out here by myself,
it would result in me hugging a tree and waiting for rescue. I really should
carry a compass.
Our walk out provides different scenery than our walk in. On a ﬂatland
hilltop, we come across an area littered with fallen logs – long and short, strewn
in every direction. Stumps, like amputees. It reminds me of a battleﬁeld
– fallen soldiers at the hands of nature – her private wars.
I stop to tie my shoes. Only then do I hear the creak of the trees bending,
birds calling to one another, the breeze in the trees, and the wind, steadily,
farther away.
On our way to the car, I know I want to come back for more. There are
still the ‘castle rocks’ and ‘rock city’ to experience. These are yet more natural
land formations carved out of time and untroubled in this space. There is an
etching of a hand at ‘castle rock,’ that though not natural, still intrigues me.
My husband and son have seen it. And though I did not see a waterfall or
view the distant horizon from an elevated height, what I did see was absolutely
stupendous.
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Valorie Broadhurst Woerdehoff

Haiku
eye exam
every painting
impressionism
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Megan Lester

Ice Queen
Large brown eyes stare, unblinking,
from behind the glassy surface—
the picture of beauty frozen in time.
Long black curls ﬂow gently behind
her head, once carefully pinned and shaped,
ready for her close-up.
A white silk gown with crimson bursts like ﬂowers
draped around her pallid skin, her diamonds
sparkling under the search lights.
I wait for her.
In my dream, she reaches out to me,
rouged mouth open as if to speak, her lips
crimson as the blossoms on her dress.
The ice cracks under my feet
as I crouch down to get a closer look,
melting in my friend’s gaze.
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Margaret McNair

Saturday
I woke up and looked over to the clock on the night stand next to my bed.
It was 8:15 am. I closed my eyes again and took a deep breath. I rolled over
to the other side of the bed and opened my eyes. Joe was gone already. He
left around 6:00 am to catch his ﬂight. One Saturday of every month he had
to go to a conference in New York City for his job. It was just something that
he had to do, and although it made that one Saturday a very long day, I did
not blame him. It was just rough to take care of the boys on my own. I took
a deep breath and sat up. I slid my feet into my slippers that I kept at the side
of the bed. I grabbed Joe’s ﬂannel robe and put it on over my nightgown. I
walked over to the bay windows at the opposite side of the bedroom and pulled
back the drapes to see that the backyard was covered with the ﬁrst snowfall
of the season. There was only about an inch or two and the bare trees seemed
to have come to life again as the snow stuck to the branches.
“Mom!! Mom!!” Charlie and Mikey ran into my bedroom. Apparently
they noticed the snow. “It snowed!!”
“Yeah, I saw! It’s so great!” Their enthusiasm was contagious. “Where’s
your brother Jack?”
“He is still sleeping, Mom,” Charlie responded as if it was crazy for me
to ask.
“Ok boys, head downstairs. You can go out in the backyard for a few
minutes and I’ll make some blueberry pancakes. We have a busy day ahead
of us, so don’t tire yourselves out.” The boys ran to their shared room to
change their clothes and headed downstairs. I tied the robe around my waist
and headed for Jack’s room.
His door was covered with paintings and drawings of people, buildings,
trucks and trains he had seen. A few years back when Jack was ﬁrst diagnosed
his therapist explained to Joe and me that autistic children commonly had
special talents. Art was clearly his. He created works of intricate art at the age
of seven. It was his pride and he clearly felt his talent should be appreciated.
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I opened his door and sat down on his bed. I stared at him for a minute. He
seemed to be entirely peaceful in his sleep. It was one of the only times that
he seemed to be at ease. I stroked his soft blonde hair.
“Jack. Jack. Come on, honey, it’s time to get up.” He slowly sat up. He
rubbed his eyes and looked at me, but not in my eyes, he looked to my lips.
“Hi, Momma.” I stood up and began to open his blinds. He immediately
saw the bright shimmer of the snow that stuck to the tree outside of his window.
He followed me and stared out the window. “Wow, Momma,” he whispered to
the outside. I headed for his dresser to ﬁnd an outﬁt for him to wear. Unless it
was a special occasion, he almost always wore sweatpants because it was too
much of a hassle for him to unbutton, unzip, zip up and button again. In the
wintertime he refused to wear turtlenecks because the feeling of something tight
around his neck irritated him. I reached for a Notre Dame hooded sweatshirt.
It was his favorite because his grandpa gave it to him. I tried to keep it clean
for the Saturdays that Joe was gone so that I could save myself an argument
with Jack about his choice of attire. Charlie, six and Mikey, ﬁve were able
to dress themselves but at the age of seven Jack had some problems still and
would continue to have problems with such simple tasks for the rest of his life.
After grabbing the clothes and a pair of socks I walked back over to Jack, who
was still staring out the window in amazement.
“Jack, come on bubba, let’s get dressed.” No response. “Jack, buddy,
come on. I know it’s snowing outside but we really need to get dressed and
get downstairs.” Still nothing. He just stared blankly at the tree. “Jack!! Let’s
go! We need to get dressed!” The mornings were the hardest time of the day
with him and as much as I hated it, I would often resort to raising my voice at
him. “We’re going to make blueberry pancakes.” He immediately turned to
me with his eyes, and his mouth, wide open.
“Pancakes?”
“Yeah, buddy!”
“Blueberry?”
“Heck, yeah!” Over the years I had learned to make the transition in
raising my voice from scolding to excitement. He knew the difference but
sometimes pretended he didn’t. “Now come over here and let’s get dressed,
Jack. Look what we have here,” as I held up the sweatshirt he ran to me.
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“It’s the Irish guy!” he yelled as he noticed the familiar leprechaun on the
front. I sat on the bed and he stood in front of me.
“Arm’s up!” I said, making sure to keep the excitement tone so as to not
upset him. He allowed me to take off his forest green pajamas. He held on to
my shoulders for balance as I took off his pajama pants and switched them for
a pair of gray sweatpants. I pulled a green t-shirt over his head and then held
up the sweatshirt, his eyes and mouth again gaping wide open. Once I pulled
the navy blue sweatshirt over his head he smiled, showing all of his teeth,
showing all of his excitement. “Come on, let’s go. Momma’s turn.” I stood
up and walked to my bedroom. I got to the door to make sure he was following
me and instead he was standing in the same spot running his ﬁngers over the
embroidered image on his chest. “John Michael O’Shea!” He immediately
looked up and smiled. He was usually most responsive if I referred to him by
his full name. He loved his full name. When he introduced himself to new
friends (he seemed to have many “friends”) he would introduce himself as John
Michael O’Shea and almost never as Jack. “Let’s go, it’s momma’s turn.” I
held out my hand and he came to reach for it. We walked together back into
my bedroom. He climbed onto the bed and I turned on the television for him.
Peter Pan hadn’t been taken out of the VCR in three years. It was his favorite
movie and it kept his attention. Every time he watched it, it was as if he had
never seen it before. Same with the snow.
I went to the window and looked out at the backyard to check on the boys.
Charlie and Mikey had managed to build some sort of fort with so little snow,
in such little time. I glanced at the clock and noticed it was already 8:45.
Shit. We still have to make pancakes. Time for another four-minute shower
for Maggie. It seemed that this happened often. Time spent with Jack could
not be put into real time. What would normally take ﬁfteen minutes ended up
being doubled, if I was lucky. I headed to my dresser and grabbed a pair of
jeans and a black turtle neck and headed for the master bath. I turned at the
door leading to bathroom and saw Jack in the king sized bed. He seemed to
almost sink into the down comforter.
“Jack?” He still ﬁdgeted with the remote control. “Jack?” He found the
play button and looked up at me. I didn’t wait for eye contact anymore but I
knew if he was looking in my direction, chances were that he was making an
effort to listen to me. “Please be good for Momma and stay there and watch
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Captain Hook, ok? I have to take a shower but I’ll be right out. I’ll leave
the door open and if you need me, come get me. Ok?” He shook his head
and focused again on the remote. He looked for the play button again and
turned the movie on. I walked into the bathroom and looked at myself in the
mirror. It was not even 9:00 am and I was tired. I took off my engagement
and wedding ring and placed it in a jewelry box on the counter. To the left
of the jewelry box was a picture frame of the three boys from the previous
summer. Along the wooden frame read the prayer, “God, grant me the serenity
to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.” Every morning I had to look at that
frame and say the prayer to myself. I undressed and hopped into the shower.
I had only so much time before Jack would remember the promise that we
would make blueberry pancakes.
*
*
*
After dusting off the snow and letting the minivan heat up a bit, we were
ﬁnally on our way around 1:30. Charlie and Mikey had a swim meet at Elmhurst
College. They were both very athletic even at an early age, taking after Joe.
Jack on the other hand did not have the patience or the skill to participate in
any sports. He most deﬁnitely lacked social skills, always preferring to play
alone. We tried to integrate him into activities that would possibly help his
social anxiety, but none of them encouraged him enough to play with other
children. Jack would not even play with his younger brothers. The boys had
gotten used to this and almost ignored him, knowing that was what he preferred.
It was heartbreaking but it was just the way it had to be.
“How about some Rafﬁ?”
“Yeah!” Charlie and Mikey responded. They sat in the back of the van
together while Jack sat alone on the middle bench seat silent. They sang along
to the song and Jack stared out the window, memorized by the fallen snow.
We parked and made our way to the athletic facility at the school. Headed
towards the bathroom I told the boys to go into the locker room and change
into their suits while Jack and that we would meet them out on the pool deck
to take their bags. They had to learn now to be self-sufﬁcient early on. They
understood that Jack needed almost constant supervision and they envied him
for it. Still, they showed a tremendous amount of patience with him and loved
him.
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“Let’s go, Jack. Time to watch Charlie and Mikey kick some butt at
swimming.”
“Kick butt?”
“Yep,” I responded while grabbing his hand.
“Swim in pool?”
“Yes, Jack.”
“I like to swim.”
“I know, buddy.” Before we headed toward the pool deck we walked
through the campus center. I noticed a display that they had set up about adult
classes. I knew that they had art classes and yoga because a couple of my
friends took them. This was a little different. The display read, “Interested
in Getting Your Master’s Degree? Elmhurst College offers night classes and
Saturday classes to work around your busy schedule. Sign up for Spring
Classes now!” I picked up a pamphlet and opened it with my free hand. Busy
schedule? Ha! I’ll give you a busy schedule. Do you work around a full time
mom’s schedule? Sure, I’ll just come between dinner time and bath time during
the week. And I’ll just come Saturdays between soccer games and swim meets.
And what about Jack? Do you have a day care that will watch him and will
cater to his every single fucking need? I doubt it. I didn’t even know why I
picked up the pamphlet. It only made me resentful, which I hated to be. It
was just that I had planned to go far in my career. During college I never
imagined myself being a housewife. When Joe and I decided to get married
young and start having children, I always ﬁgured I would go back to work
and eventually go study for my Master’s or a law degree after the kids started
grammar school. Instead Joe was the one with the career and he provided for
the family. I would never be able to work full time again. Jack needed me.
Constantly. I loved Joe and he was an amazing father but sometimes I really
wished he could switch roles with me at least for a while, so that I could live
out my dreams.
“Momma?”
“Yes, honey?”
“Honey is for bees!!” He let out a laugh that echoed through the halls.
He had forgotten what he was going to say in the ﬁrst place and just continued
to giggle. We had to get to the pool anyway. I put down the pamphlet and
sighed.
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“Oh well… Let’s go. The meet is starting soon.” I walked away from
the display, knowing the opportunity I wanted was just simply out of the
question.
*
*
*
“We’re going to need a large pizza for delivery, please.”
“Cheese, I want cheese. Cheese pizza. Large cheese. A pizza for delivery,”
Jack sat next to me at the kitchen table making sure I ordered the usual. “402
Sherman. 630-555-9664. To the O’Shea’s. 402 Sherman. 630-555-9664.
Just cheese. O’Shea’s. Just cheese.”
“Jack, buddy, I know. Let Momma order the pizza.” I ﬁnished the order
and hung up the phone. Jack and I were painting at the kitchen table while
Mikey and Charlie sat and watched Finding Nemo in the family room that
was next to the kitchen. While Jack painted a picture of our house with snow
falling from the sky I took the opportunity to ﬁnally get some work done
around the house while all three boys were kept busy. I was able to keep an
eye on all of them while remaining the closest to Jack if he needed anything.
I unloaded the dishwasher and wiped down the counters. I walked down the
couple of steps that led to the open family room and managed to dust and
vacuum around the boys. I grabbed the basket of clean laundry that was next
to the basement door and returned to the kitchen. The table was big enough
so that Jack could do his paintings and I could start to fold what seemed like
an unending amount of laundry.
“Momma, when is the cheese pizza going to be here?”
“It should be here in a few minutes. Are you hungry?”
“Yes, I am so hungry, so hungry that I could eat a polar bear,” Jack
chuckled.
“A polar bear? Wow, you must be really hungry!” I replied as I folded
yet another small t-shirt.
“Yeah, hungry. When is the pizza coming?”
“A couple minutes, Jack. Don’t worry it’s on its way.” I leaned over to
put my nightgown in my pile of clothes. “What are you drawing there?” I
said, trying to keep him distracted from the wait on the pizza.
“402 Sherman with snow and a polar bear,” he said, reaching for the jar
of blue paint that was only a couple inches out of his reach. He climbed onto
the table to grab a hold of it but instead knocked it over. The royal blue paint
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spilled directly on my pink satin night gown that I had gotten from Joe last
Christmas.
“God damnit, Jack!!” He looked up at me in shock. Tears swelled up
in his eyes. This time he made eye contact. He immediately reached for the
gown and began to try and rub it off with his hands only smearing it, covering
almost all of it with the royal blue paint.
“Momma, look, look! It’s all better. It’s ok. I’ll make it better.” He held
it in his hands and continued to rub it with tears and determination in his eyes.
“I sorry Momma. I sorry. I sorry. I sorry. Momma!”
“Jack, give it to me,” he handed it over continuing to apologize. My eyes
ﬁlled with tears. I didn’t care about the stupid gown. I swore at him about a
stupid fucking gown. “It’s ok baby. Keep painting. I’ll take care of it. I’m
not mad I promise,” tears falling down my face.
“Momma, I sorry!!” he screamed.
“Jack, I promise it is ok. Come on, go watch Nemo with your brothers.
We’re done painting for today. I’m going to take this downstairs to throw in
the washer. Go sit with Mikey and Charlie, ok?”
“Ok Momma,” he walked over to the family room breathing short, shallow
breaths, trying to stop crying. He climbed onto the sofa with Charlie. Charlie
shared the blanket with his older brother and put his arm around him.
I walked down the basement stairs and at the last step I sat. I sat and cried
for a good ﬁve minutes. Why had I yelled at him over something so stupid?
I knew Jack was over emotional at times, but his tears were very sincere. He
feared me. I wanted Joe to be home. I missed him and I just wanted him to
come home. I took a deep breath to gain my composure and threw the gown
into the wash. I walked back upstairs and began to clean up the paint and put
the folded laundry back into the basket. The doorbell rang and Jack jumped
up from under the blanket.
“Pizza man is here!” He was clearly no longer so upset.
“Come on, Jack, let’s go get the door.” I handed him the money and
he opened the door and with that came a cold draft. He handed the man the
money.
“Thank you, pizza man. I love cheese pizza.” We walked to the kitchen
and called the boys. I grabbed the paper plates and some juice and we sat as
a family and enjoyed the pizza. The just cheese pizza.
*
*
*
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After the clean up we headed upstairs. Charlie and Mikey took showers
and I gave Jack a bath. They brushed their teeth and we all hopped into my
bed for a quick bedtime story. Jack and I walked the boys to their room to
tuck them in and said goodnight. We walked to his room holding hands and
he ran and jumped into bed. I turned on his nightlight that illuminated the
room with stars that covered the walls and ceiling. He looked up at the stars
in amazement each night and could not go to sleep without them on. I kneeled
next to his bed and tucked him in.
“Jack? I just want you to know that Momma loves you very much. Do
you know how special you are?”
“Very special!”
“That’s right. You are my ﬁrst baby and I love you so so much.”
“I am not a baby, momma.”
“You’re right, you are not a baby. You are a beautiful, smart boy. And
Jack, I shouldn’t have yelled at you today. And I am sorry.”
“Momma?”
“Yes, John Michael O’Shea?”
He smiled at me and said, “Momma, I love you more than cheese
pizza.”
I smiled and my eyes ﬁlled with tears. I leaned over and kissed him on
the forehead. “Goodnight, Jack.” I stood up and walked toward the door. I
turned around and he lay with his eyes closed, peaceful again.
I lay in my bed and read my book. I dosed off with the lamp on and I
woke again when Joe climbed into bed. He was leaning over me to turn off
the light.
“Oh hey, babe,” he leaned in and kissed me. “How was your day?”
“Fine, the boys had a swim meet today, they both did very well. We came
home and ate pizza and I got some work done around house. The boys got
washed up and I put them to bed. All in all it was a good day.”
“Maggie, I just want to tell you that I know you have a harder job than
me. You are an amazing woman for what you do. I love you.” He turned off
the lamp and snuggled under the covers.
“Goodnight,” I said as I lay staring at the ceiling. Oh, and did I mention
that I realized that this wasn’t the life I wanted? I closed my eyes and tried to
fall back to sleep, knowing that tomorrow it started all over again.
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Bill Cozzie

Crocodile
All the people and beasts
come to the river, to see,
and to taste.
and in the water, an ancient creature
the spear of time cracked, and
deﬂected from its scarred ridgeback.
The eyes wait, motionless dials.
And from the water, up with dripping snout
A gaping mouth that every animal
peers into, past a mouth deeper than time,
A throat blacker than hell,
Down into the pit of history.

Valorie Broadhurst Woerdehoff

Haiku
on my answering machine
between your words . . .
the sound of birds
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Hilary Hahn

Canoeing the Fever River with Grandpa
It’s a hot July day, and the troops are ready to “drop-in” for our canoe trek
down the Fever River. We’ve left our retrieval car ﬁve miles back off some
old dirt road, praying it will be there when we return. My uncle parks his
Ford pickup at the drop-in, near the bridge on Buncombe Rd. The canoeing
crew consists of ten family members, but I don’t care who comes, as long as
Grandpa and I are partners.
Acting as a team, my family and I pull the aluminum canoes off their
hitches and carry them down to the loading spot. Before we get to the muddy
beach below the Buncombe Bridge, we have to tip-toe down a rocky hill full
of knee-high weeds and buzzing insects. We line the canoes, and everyone
races to get the best one. There are four red and one grey, and everyone laughs
when Grandpa and I get stuck taking Old Grey.
“Good luck ridin’ in that thing,” Uncle Pete chuckles.
“Yeah. You’ll be scoopin’ out water the whole way down,” my cousin
Clint adds.
Truthfully, I fear riding in Old Grey. The canoe has dents all over – it
looks like it has been through three wars and should be used as scrap metal.
But, unlike everyone else, I have the best riding partner – my grandpa and I
have been canoeing together for years, and we can overcome any obstacle that
ﬂoats our way.
After ﬁve minutes of paddling, I hear Pete’s voice ahead – he’s cussing.
Grandpa and I just look at each other and smile, rowing faster to see what the
fuss is all about. When we reach Pete and Clint, we see water leaking through
the metal rivets of their canoe while they frantically bail it out with empty
Busch Light cans.
“What’s the matter? Gotta leak?” Grandpa asks with a big smirk.
“Yeah,” Pete replies under his breath, trying to ignore us.
“Shoulda took Old Grey,” Grandpa says, as we paddle on, splashing them
with our wooden oars.
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As we glide downstream, my grandpa points out the wild “feve” (or bean)
ﬂowers growing along the riverbank. Amid the rich black earth, their light
purple petals sprout open like the wings of a butterﬂy, and are protected by a
bed of dark green, heart-shaped leaﬂets. “See those,” he says, indicating the
wild ﬂowers.
“Yes.”
“That’s how we know we’re on the Fever River.”
Chirping crickets, croaking toads, and squawking birds drown out his
voice. I simply nod my head because I’ve heard this story before. He told me
this tale when I was a kid – how the Fever River connected to the Galena River
and then the even bigger Mississippi. I am older now, and as I look around I
appreciate his narrative, not because of the river’s history, but its meaning. I
am ﬂoating down a never-ending path that gives life to amphibians, insects,
plants, mammals, and humans. The river is not still, hard, or lifeless like the
industrialized cement or blacktop we drive on today. It is ever-ﬂowing, a mesh
of earth’s natural colors, and a giver of life.
A mile from the drop-in point, I hear water rushing around the bend, and
I know we are approaching a strong current. My heart beats in anticipation,
saying, How-big, is-it? I-hope, we-don’t, tip-it. Will-we, sur-vive?
“See that tall cement slab ahead?” Grandpa interrupts. “We’re gonna stop
up there.”
As we round the bend, the sound of water gushes along our canoe, and
with each inch the channel becomes more shallow, more shallow, more shallow,
until we get stuck on a rock bed. “Don’t worry, Hil,” Grandpa says, as he gets
on his old knees to rock the canoe off the stones. But it won’t budge. “Hang
on, Hil,” he continues, as if he’s trying to reassure me of what I already know
– I’m safe with him. “I’m gonna get out of the canoe.” He steps into the water
and uses his strong hands to push it along the riverbank, his old shoes, grey
socks, and jean bottoms getting drenched.
Once we reach our destination, we wedge our canoe safely between two
massive rocks and tie it to an old tree stump with braided yellow rope. While
my grandpa and I stand along the grassy bank waiting for the others to catch
up, I notice how his tan skin matches the color of the river and the way the
sun shines gently off his wavy blond hair. Everything about Grandpa is vast
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and meaningful. Like the river, his attributes connect into something beyond
the surface. His wide ears, large nose, and massive hands all connect to his
heart – his greatest gift and the reason why his children, grandchildren, and
friends laugh and love life more when he is around.
Perhaps he’s so caring because no one was there to care for him. The
youngest of four children, my grandpa grew up in a shack. His mother was
poor and constantly sick, and he had no father. There were many days when
they had nothing to eat. He began mining at a young age to help his family
survive, and he has only a sixth grade education. He learned by example, and
by doing and failing on his own. Even today he doesn’t know how to write
a check, but his hands possess a greater power. They tell a story. They can
ﬁx any old car engine, whip through strong currents, and protect the lives of
those he truly cares about. I’m thankful he’s here to protect me.
Across from me I can see the ﬁxture he was speaking of before the bend.
Unlike most structures along the Fever River, it is unmarred by grafﬁti – its
originally engraved “1917” is the only word that sticks out of the cement. From
Grandpa’s stories, I know the ﬁgure is an old abandoned rail bridge abutment
in the river. But for those who glide upon this unknowingly, the mysterious
abutment becomes clear when one looks across to the right hand side and sees
a former railroad tunnel high up on the hill.
Waiting for the others, my grandpa reminds me of the history of this
spot. He tells how the abutment was built in 1917 as part of the Northwestern
Railroad System, and began in Green Lake, Wisconsin, eventually making its
way here. A massive ﬂood in 1937 forced this man-made railroad to be shut
down and redirected elsewhere. Now that nature has reclaimed it, the railroad
tunnel has become a place where people, like my grandpa, make their own
memories and pass their personal stories on from generation to generation.
The others arrive, and with the exception of those afraid of heights, the
rest of us begin our climb up the hillside to explore the old tunnel. The climb
is steep, and we look for any kind of rock, tree root, or sturdy plant to grab
and secure ourselves. Dirt covers our hands and debris falls from our feet, but
we keep going, knowing that anything worth seeing is never an easy task. We
consciously avoid poison ivy, but Grandpa tries scaring us even more, saying,
“Watch out for them rattlers.” Rattlesnakes? We know there are no rattlesnakes
here, but the experienced old man makes us second guess ourselves.
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I’m relieved when I reach the hilltop. Standing outside the tunnel, I can’t
believe how wide and tall it stands. I wonder if the tiny red ant below my feet
feels the same way as I tower above him. When I step inside, my body cools
by ten degrees. The rest of the crew and I trample along jagged rocks, bat
dung, and animal remains toward the warm, sunny clearing at tunnel’s opposite
end. Space surrounds me, and I wonder how long and how many men it took
to mold it by hand. I can’t imagine the time, persistence, and hard work these
men put into this creation, and I understand now why my grandpa, an ex-miner,
appreciates this spot on the Fever River more than anywhere else.
We reach the end of the tunnel – tall trees, shrubs, and a barbed-wire fence
stand there quietly to greet us and let us know we can’t go any further. I look
back through at the opposite end now, and I wish I had a camera to capture the
moment. I don’t need a camera – it’s all in my mind. It’s in my mind like it’s
in the minds of those ﬁrst builders, those who broke it down, those who revisit
it each year, like my grandpa, and those who see it for the ﬁrst time and realize
the exquisiteness of a work sculpted by man and preserved by nature.
Back on the riverbank, Grandpa and I untie the canoe, and continue our
trip downstream. My mind and body feel awake – I am aware. I have canoed
the Fever River many times before with Grandpa as my partner, but I was a
child then. I was the little girl in the orange life jacket that stayed behind when
everyone else climbed up to the tunnel. Today, I’m not wearing any orange;
I’ve experienced the allure of the old railroad ﬁrst-hand, but with Grandpa still
behind me for reassurance. I have never gone canoeing with anyone else as
a partner, and I’m not sure I ever want to. Canoeing is something special my
grandpa and I share – no one else knows better how to beat rough currents,
free the canoe when it’s stuck, or tell the story of the river.
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Amy Hall

Independence Day
After sky-rocketing above our heads,
The ﬁreworks ﬂoat to the earth,
Like psychedelic weeping willow leaves
Red, green, purple, yellow, blue.
On this day of independence,
It’s just you and me, Dad,
Perched on the peaked roof of our house.
The brown shingled bleachers help us
Celebrate our freedom.
My last summer of dependence,
And I’m terriﬁed.
My John Hancock is already etched
On my college application,
But how can I rocket off
Without you by my side?
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Elizabeth Elsbernd

Unitas as the Tertium Quid: Exploring the Uniﬁcation of the
Ordinary and the Extraordinary in Coleridge’s “Frost at
Midnight”
In chapter fourteen of his Biographia Literaria, Samuel Coleridge relates
that his special task in Lyrical Ballads was to achieve wonder by creating
“incident and agents” that were to be “in part at least, supernatural” (Abrams
12). In contrast to many of Coleridge’s other poems, such as “Kubla Khan”
and “Rime of the Ancient Mariner,” the principal romantic element in “Frost at
Midnight” has not so much to do with the powers and wonders of the supernatural,
but rather, with the power and wonder of the “un-supernatural”—that is, the
normal, the familiar, and the ordinary. By glorifying what was often seen as
mundane and commonplace in “Frost at Midnight,” Coleridge not only reveals
the effect that the ordinary—namely, nature—has on the imagination, but he
also strongly implies its unifying power.
Coleridge begins “Frost at Midnight” by personifying frost, asserting that
it performs a “secret ministry.” The speaker’s sense of awe in watching the
ﬁngers of frost stretch across a chilled window indeed awaken in the reader,
as Coleridge once remarked, a “freshness of sensation” in the representation
of “familiar objects” (Abrams 11). The power of this ordinary event is further
fortiﬁed at the end of the poem, when the “secret ministry of frost” is mentioned
again. By beginning and ending the poem with references to frost’s ministry,
Coleridge is emphasizing Nature’s role in creating unity, for the cyclical nature
of the poem appears to insinuate that Nature is the connecting force between
past and present, between idleness and contemplation, and, most importantly,
between man and spirit.
Coleridge also gives tremendous power to “that ﬁlm, which ﬂuttered on
the grate.” This ordinary object, simply a piece of soot, is the “sole unquiet
thing” in the calm and “extreme silentness” of the night, and its “motion in this
hush of nature” triggers the speaker’s imagination and transports him from the
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abode of the present moment into that of past memories. The sound of the ﬁlm’s
ﬂuttering “makes a toy of Thought” and reminds the speaker of his childhood
and the days he had spent at school, where, “presageful,” he had “gazed upon
the bars,/To watch the ﬂuttering stranger” (Coleridge 457). That Coleridge
uses this commonplace object as the activating force of the imagination is
extremely signiﬁcant, for Coleridge states in chapter thirteen of his Biographia
Literaria that imagination “is essentially vital” because “it dissolves, diffuses,
dissipates, in order to recreate; or where this process is rendered impossible,
yet still, at all events, it struggles to idealize and to unify” (Coleridge 477).
Not only does the “ﬂuttering stranger” act as the connecting force between
past and present, but it also uniﬁes exterior nature and interior thought and, in
effect, functions as the fountainhead of the formation of the tertium quid. This
“third thing” synthesized by reconciling the divine’s exterior Nature with the
speaker’s interior thought is most deﬁnitely the unity of the human mind and
the divine—the almost “supernatural” genius which is at the root of sublime
poetry. The speaker’s “Dear Babe” not only embodies Coleridge’s belief in the
artist as a visionary, but he also symbolizes the romantic ideal that “all truth
is a species of revelation” and the belief that poetry should be an effortless
expression rather than a strenuous exercise (Abrams 11).
The reason Coleridge embeds the ordinary with such awe is because he
clearly has faith in the romantic ideal that the divine is everywhere in nature,
for the speaker in “Frost at Midnight” ﬁrmly believes that his child “shalt. . .
see and hear/The lovely shapes and sounds intelligible/Of that eternal language,
which. . .God/Utters” as he wanders by the “lakes and sandy shores” of a rural
landscape. The speaker’s conﬁdence that his child will not belong to a world
“pent ’mid cloisters dim” as he was as a child gives him hope that his child
will not view the divine and nature as separate, but rather, he will personify
their unity. Since the speaker’s child “shalt wander like a breeze. . . beneath
the crags/Of ancient mountain, and beneath the clouds” away from the city,
his access to God shall remain unhindered; his spirit will be “moulded” by the
“Great universal Teacher,” the ultimate poet. Coleridge, through his portrayal
of the speaker’s sojourning imagination, is able to “shatter the lethargy of
custom so as to refresh our sense of wonder—indeed—of divinity—in the
everyday, the commonplace, the trivial, and the lowly” (Abrams 11).
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Not only do the personiﬁcation of ordinary objects and the eloquently
articulate descriptions of nature demonstrate how “Frost at Midnight” epitomizes
romanticism’s gloriﬁcation of the familiar, but the very structure of the poem
emphasizes how the ordinary imagination is really quite extraordinary. Written
in blank verse, the poem has neither strict meter nor a standard stanza length.
Imitating the mind’s perpetual meandering, the poem shifts from describing an
exterior scene to the internal world of the speaker’s thoughts and memories.
Through the speaker’s ordinary use of imagination, the speaker embarks
on a remarkable journey of realization and experiences an unparalleled spiritual
renewal. “My babe so beautiful!” he exclaims. “It thrills my heart/With tender
gladness, thus to look at thee,/and think that thou shalt learn far other lore/And
in far other scenes!” The speaker’s imagination, sparked by his observation of
the frost performing its “secret ministry,” leads the speaker to both reminisce
about the past and anticipate the future of his “dear babe,” and thus effectively
acts as a unifying force between past, present, and future. The structure of the
poem, seemingly spontaneous and unforced, resembles the ordinary wanderings
of the human mind, therefore reinforcing Coleridge’s belief that poetry should
come naturally, “arising from impulse, and free from all rules” (Abrams 8).
Clearly Coleridge gives such great power to ordinary objects because he
believes that the greatest power of all—the “Great universal Teacher”—resides
in simplicity, in silence, in the solitude of such “deep calm.” As opposed
to the oppressive complexities of the city, where the speaker “saw nought
lovely but the sky and stars,” Nature is liberating in both its simplicity and its
amalgamation with the divine. Through his gloriﬁcation of the commonplace
in “Frost at Midnight,” Coleridge demonstrates that the ordinary is undeniably
a catalyst of the extraordinary and a powerful means of uniﬁcation.
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Hilary Hahn

A Feminist Re-Vision: Eavan Boland Breaks Tradition
in “Self-Portrait on a Summer Evening” and “Degas’s
Laundresses”
“Nothing I saw in tradition—not the poems I read on the page or the
conversations I heard from male contemporaries—encouraged me to follow my
body with my mind and take myself to a place where they could heal language:
in new poems, in radical explorations.”
-Eavan Boland, Object Lessons
In Eavan Boland’s An Origin Like Water, she follows her body with her
mind in order to create poems of radical exploration. Boland recognizes the
way in which male artists have depended on women as motifs in their poetry
or paintings. These men have objectiﬁed the woman; they have made her
passive, decorative, simple. In “When We Dead Awaken,” Adrienne Rich
urges women to partake in a radical re-vision in which we, “know the writing
of the past, and know it differently than we have ever known it; not to pass on
a tradition but to break its hold over us” (Rich 518). Similarly, Helene Cixous
builds on Rich’s theory in “The Laugh of the Medusa,” by encouraging women
to “write through their bodily experiences…to invent an impregnable language
that will wreck partitions, classes, rhetorics, regulations and codes…”(Cixous
1461). Following Rich and Cixous’ theories, Boland has demonstrated her own
ability to write from her bodily experience and break tradition in her poems,
“Self-Portrait on a Summer Evening” and “Degas’s Laundresses.” In both of
these poems, Boland has entered the painting in order to wreck the tradition
the male has captured and free the woman within.
Although Boland is revising the work of two male painters, one cannot
say she is biased to this type of artistic representation. Boland’s mother was
a still-life painter, and Boland has a great admiration and respect for the
painter. In Object Lessons, Boland responds to Jean-Baptiste Chardin, a genre
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painter of the French eighteenth century, by saying, “Chardin’s paintings
were ordinary in the accepted sense of the word. They were unglamorous,
workable, authentic. Yet in his work these objects were not merely described;
they were revealed…Chardin had done something different. He had taken
truth and revealed its beauty (Boland 253).” But as much as Boland respects
painters, she is also deeply attuned to the dangers of this artistic representation,
especially when it is the male representing the female.
Throughout “Self-Portrait on a Summer Evening,” Boland presents to the
reader the idea of beauty and danger in Jean-Batiste Chardin’s painting. Chardin
was a famous still-life painter who used subdued colors and mellow light to
capture the common place subject and domesticity. He felt the preservation of
tradition was more important than the invention or discovery of the new. While
many praised Chardin’s work, they failed to pay attention to what Boland, as
an admirer, also saw – a man upholding a tradition that painted women in a
simple, dull, and unchanging manner.
Upon ﬁrst read, “Self-Portrait on a Summer Evening,”1 can be misleading.
The poem leads the eye ﬁrst, like the painting, in a serene sweep of the landscape.
Boland uses words like, “summer light,” “the water-opal pearl,” and “lazulis
of the horizon,” (Boland, Origin 158) which give a tone of calmness and her
appreciation for the painter. But while Boland can see the allure of Chardin’s
painting, she also sees its destruction. In stanza eight, Boland repeats the
words, “before your eyes,” asking the readers to shift their perception:
opaque, scumbled–
the lazulis of the horizon becoming
optical grays
before your eyes
before your eyes
in my ankle-length
summer skirt
(Boland, Origin 159)

__________
1
See Appendix A.
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By saying “in my ankle-length/summer skirt,” Boland has become the woman
in the poem, engaging in the radical act of re-vision Rich has called for.
Once we realize Boland has entered her poem, we can go back over her
stanzas to see how she has written this poem through her own bodily experience
in order to break the tradition in Chardin’s painting. In stanzas two through
four, Boland says:
All summer long
he has been slighting her
in botched blues, tints,
half-tones, rinsed neutrals.
What you are watching
is light unlearning itself,
an inﬁnite unfrocking of the prism.
Before your eyes
the ordinary life
is being glazed over:
pigments of the bibelot,
the cabochon, the water-opal
pearl to the intimate
simple colors of
her ankle-length summer skirt.
(Boland, Origin 158)
Within these stanzas, Boland shows how the woman has become Chardin’s
simple subject. Chardin thinks he is keeping tradition by painting the woman
in a dull, domestic manner, but he is really disrespecting the woman’s ability
to reﬂect a world of possibilities. He has reduced to her to the “ankle-length
summer skirt” she wears, but she is really much more than a skirt. Behind the
simple colors he uses to paint her on canvas, the woman possesses a mesh of
colors and exuberance for life.
In stanzas six through eight, the reader begins to feel Boland writing out
of her bodily experience as she says:
Can’t you feel it?
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Aren’t you chilled by it?
The way the late afternoon
is reduced to detail–
the sky that odd shape of apron–
opaque, scumbled–
the lazulis of the horizon becoming
optical grays
before your eyes
before your eyes
in my ankle-length
summer skirt
(Boland, Origin 158-159)
As the sun begins to set, the afternoon light has become opaque, less brilliant,
and gray. Boland implies that when the ﬁnal light is reﬂecting down, before
still darkness sets in, Chardin captures the essence of the woman. Boland
is chilled by the notion that she, the woman, has been reduced to detail and
captured during a time when light has almost vanished from the sky. She can
feel the woman’s pain; it gives her chills to think she has been reduced to detail
when she is truly vibrant.
“Before our eyes,” Boland has become the woman in the ankle-length
skirt; she is writing out of her own bodily experience. And the in ﬁnal three
stanzas, Boland powerfully established why this tradition must be broken:
crossing between
the garden and the house,
under the whitebeam trees,
keeping an eye on
the length of the grass,
the height of the hedge,
the distance of the children
I am Chardin’s woman
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edged in reﬂected light,
hardened by
the need to be ordinary.
(Boland, Origin 159)
Boland has been able to internalize the woman’s feelings as Chardin paints
her in a domestic place. He paints her by the garden, under the whitebeam
tree, watching the children, and by doing this he has reduced her to an object
– as if she were no more exciting than a fruit bowl on the kitchen table. By
becoming the woman in Chardin’s painting, Boland illustrates to the reader that
she is more than a woman in a skirt watching the children – she is a bright and
powerful woman who will no longer be reduced, hardened, or ordinary.
Indeed, Boland has broken the traditional view of Jean-Baptiste Chardin’s
paintings. She has radically revised his painting by revealing the facts: women
are much more than simple and domestic, they possess a prism of power and
complexity. When Boland entered the poem, she became Chardin’s subject;
she was able watch her life be reduced to domesticity and darkness, until it was
painfully hardened in an ordinary and false painting of her life. “Self-Portrait
on a Summer Evening” speaks to the world as Boland urges women to break
the tradition of domesticity while showing painters, like Chardin, that in order
to capture the true beauty of the woman, they must paint her with the vibrancy
of life she so readily possesses.
Beyond breaking the tradition in Jean-Baptiste Chardin’s still-life painting,
Boland also does so in her poem “Degas’s Laundresses.”2 In her poem, Boland
is responding to “The Laundresses,” a painting by the late nineteenth century
French impressionist painter, Edgar Degas. As a painter, Degas is known for
his objectivity in attempting to depict milliners, laundresses, and ballerinas,
in natural poses. However, in “Degas’s Laundresses,” Boland writes from her
bodily experience in order to break Degas’s tradition and free the woman.
In Degas’s painting, the laundresses are portrayed as if they are poor,
isolated, and masculine women. Degas’s painting seems to suggest that this is
all these women are, or ever will be. After reading “Degas’s Laundresses,” I
found it refreshing how Boland wrecks the hold Degas has over these women.
__________
2
See Appendix B.
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In the second and third stanza Boland gives her insight into what life for these
women is really like:
You seam dreams in the folds
of wash from which freshes
the whiff and reach of ﬁelds
where it bleached and stiffened.
Your chat’s sabbatical:
brides, wedding outﬁts,
a pleasure of leisured women
are sweated into the folds,
the neat heaps of linen.
Now the drag of the clasp.
Your wrists basket your waist.
You round to the square weight.
(Boland, Origin 115)
Compared to Degas’s painting where the laundresses have been rendered static,
Boland shows how the laundresses are truly dynamic. The verbs “sweated and
drag” in the third stanza show the harshness of their work, but the laundresses
are paid to work, not look beautiful. These women are not, and cannot, be
deﬁned solely by their work; they aren’t a blank slate, they have dreams and
aspirations.
The reader knows that Boland has entered the poem in the fourth stanza
when she says:
Wait. There behind you.
A man. There behind you.
Whatever you do don’t turn.
Why is he watching you?
Whatever you do don’t turn.
Whatever you do don’t turn.
(Boland, Origin 115)
Boland’s use of punctuation and repetition is imperative in this stanza. She is
warning the laundresses of Degas’s presence in their work place; he is hovering
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in the background ready to produce improper sketches of their lives. Boland
repeats to the laundresses, “whatever you do don’t turn,” giving a sense that
this man has the power to destroy them if they turn around.
By entering the poem, Boland is breaking tradition. In the ﬁnal three
stanzas, Boland shows the laundresses how Degas’s mind really works:
So he takes his ease
staking his easel so,
slowly sharpening charcoal,
closing his eyes just so,
slowly smiling as if
so slowly he is
unbandaging his mind.
Surely a good laundress
would understand its twists,
its white turns,
its blind designs—
it’s your winding sheet.
(Boland, Origin 115-116)
The lines: “slowly smiling as if/so slowly he is/unbandaging his mind,” provokes
a disheartening realization. Degas seems to be enjoying what he is doing and
“unbandaging his mind” suggests that this has become a healing process for
him. Both the laundresses and Degas work with cloth; the laundresses wash
and iron it, while Degas paints on cloth (canvas). But the “its” [sic] in the
ﬁnal two stanzas is the most striking image of cloth. The “its” [sic] refers to
Degas’ mind, which is being described as cloth, and eventually, a “winding
sheet.” In this poem, the words “winding sheet” refer to a shroud (a cloth used
to wrap a body for burial). By comparing Degas’ mind to a winding sheet,
Boland shows how painting is healing for Degas, but an entrapment, a killing
for the laundresses.
When Boland enters the poem to warn the laundresses “whatever you do
don’t turn,” she has written from her bodily experience and broken tradition.
Boland acknowledges that Degas has objectiﬁed the laundresses in terms of
physical form; what he has left out is their interior—their dreams. And in her
ﬁnal stanza, Boland lets the laundresses know what their futures hold if they
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allow Degas to paint them—it will be entrapment, tradition will stay in place,
and women will still be objects, not creators of art.
In “Self-Portrait on a Summer Evening” and “Degas’s Laundresses,”
Eavan Boland has entered the poem to break the barriers of tradition. But her
poems break more than tradition. They have broken the silence of the woman
falsely depicted in the painting.
“Artistic forms are not static. Nor are they radicalized by aesthetes and
intellectuals. They are changed, shifted, detonated into deeper patterns only
by the sufferings and self-deceptions of those who use them. By this equation,
women should break down barriers in poetry in the same way that poetry will
break the silence in women.”
-Eavan Boland, Object Lessons
Appendix A
Self-Portrait on a Summer Evening
Jean-Baptiste Chardin
is painting a woman
in the last summer light.
All summer long
he has been slighting her
in botched blues, tints,
half-tones, rinsed neutrals.
What you are watching
is light unlearning itself,
an inﬁnite unfrocking of the prism.
Before your eyes
the ordinary life
is being glazed over:
pigments of the bibelot,
the cabochon, the water-opal
pearl to the intimate
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simple colors of
her ankle-length summer skirt.
Truth makes shift:
The triptych shrinks
to the cabinet picture.
Can’t you feel it?
Aren’t you chilled by it?
The way the late afternoon
is reduced to detail—
the sky that odd shape of apron—
opaque, scumbled—
the lazulis of the horizon becoming
optical grays
before your eyes
before your eyes
in my ankle-length
summer skirt
crossing between
the garden and the house,
under the whitebeam trees,
keeping an eye on
the length of the grass,
the height of the hedge,
the distance of the children
I am Chardin’s woman
edged in reﬂected light,
hardened by
the need to be ordinary.
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Appendix B
Degas’s Laundresses
You rise, you dawn
roll-sleeved Aphrodites,
out of a camisole brine,
a linen pit of stitches,
silking the ﬁtted sheets
away from you like waves.
You seam dreams in the folds
of wash from which freshes
the whiff and reach of ﬁelds
where it bleached and stiffened.
Your chat’s sabbatical:
brides, wedding outﬁts,
a pleasure of leisured women
are sweated into the folds,
the neat heaps of linen.
Now the drag of the clasp.
Your wrists basket your waist.
You round to the square weight.
Wait. There behind you.
A man. There behind you.
Whatever you do don’t turn.
Why is he watching you?
Whatever you do don’t turn.
Whatever you do don’t turn.
So he takes his ease
staking his easel so,
slowly sharpening charcoal,
closing his eyes just so,
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slowly smiling as if
so slowly he is
unbandaging his mind.
Surely a good laundress
would understand its twists,
its white turns,
its blind designs—
it’s your winding sheet.
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Francis C. Lehner, Ph.D.

The Seed Took Root
In October 1938, Rev. E. A. Fitzgerald, then Dean of Studies at Loras,
prepared the soil for a national Catholic academic honor society when he
sent a questionnaire on the issue to one hundred and twenty Catholic colleges
and universities. Encouraged by the strongly favorable response to his poll,
Father Fitzgerald was ready to plant the seed; in April 1939, in an address to
the National Catholic Education Association, he reported the results of his
probe and talked up the idea of an honor society. The seed took root quickly.
A Committee of Founders, consisting of thirty-two prominent educators, was
formed, and Father Fitzgerald, elected chairman, appointed three committees:
one on constitution, one on name and motto, and one on insignia. In March 1940,
a constitutional convention convened in Kansas City. There a provisional oneyear constitution was adopted, to be followed by a permanent one, and chapters
were granted to 32 schools that had previously applied for membership. Delta
Epsilon Sigma had blossomed into being. In recognition of Father Fitzgerald’s
generative efforts, Loras College was designated Alpha Chapter.
In the half century since that time, Alpha Chapter has been a vital unit
in the society. Over the years several Loras educators have ﬁlled national
ofﬁces. Rev. E. A. Fitzgerald, Rev. F. J. Houlahan, Rev. Norbert C. Barrett,
Rev. Clarence W. Friedman, Rev. Robert L. Ferring and Rev. Neil W. Tobin
all served as National Secretary-Treasurer. Father Friedman, after he had left
Loras to take a position with the NCEA, served as a member of the Executive
Committee. After he had left Loras to become pastor of Sacred Heart parish
in Dubuque, Rev. Neil Tobin was elected National Vice President in 1982
and President in 1984. From 1963 to 1978 Dr. Frank Lehner edited the DES
Bulletin. Dr. Donna Bauerly was a member of the Executive Committee from
1995 to 2000.
On the local level, the record is equally impressive. There can be no doubt
that over the years members of Alpha Chapter have contributed considerable
intellectual and cultural leaven to life at Loras. More speciﬁcally, one can
point to the annual DES seminars and to the tutoring service provided by the
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chapter for students needing academic assistance. In 1985, under the leadership
of moderator Dr. Donna Bauerly, the chapter preceded (one would like to
say anticipated) the national ofﬁcers by some ﬁve years when it launched a
college-wide writing competition in four areas—ﬁction, essay, non-ﬁction,
and poetry. Each year winners’ works are printed in a journal. For this year,
2005-2006, students again won two prizes in the National Undergraduate
Writing Contest: First place in ﬁction went to Quentin Smith for “Snake
Skin,” and second place went to Barbara Simon for her poems: “To My
Birthday,” “February” and “Indian Summer.” Nominee for the 20052006 Fellowship will be Stephanie Theisen and nominee for the 2005-2006
Scholarship will be Megan Campana. The year of 2004-2005 was also a
banner year: Jody Iler won ﬁrst place in ﬁction for “The Gray Ghost”
and Alison Brogan won ﬁrst place in poetry for “In the window at the
northshore country club.” Amber Gille won Honorable Mention in nonﬁction for “For Our Memories’ Sake.” First place winners each receive a
prize of $500.00. Second place winners receive $250.00. Last year’s National
Student Award medal winner was Kathleen Volk. In 2004-2005, Stephanie
Theisen was the recipient of the National Scholarship and Kathleen Volk,
the recipient of the National Fellowship. The annual chapter dinner, long a
tradition here, not only serves as a function for the induction of new members
but in a sense honors all chapter members who attend. Father Fitzgerald’s idea
of an honor society to foster intellectual and academic achievement is alive
and well at Loras College.
In a composition class many years ago, during a digression on, as I recall,
overemphasis on high school sports, a student remarked on the great thrill
of winning an important football or basketball game. I asked if it had ever
occurred to him that other people might get a similar thrill of achievement
from composing a sonnet or writing a short story. He just looked at me. But
the entrants in this year’s writing competition, and especially the winners
whose work appears in this publication, surely know whereof I speak. Samuel
Johnson was wrong when he said, in what must have been a cynical moment,
that only a blockhead ever wrote for anything but money. For writers, seeing
one’s work in print ranks high among the pleasures of life.
(Alpha will continue to include Dr. Lehner’s ever-timely article as a tribute to this dedicated DES
member who was Editor of the Society’s Journal for 15 years. Each year’s update of winners will
be boldfaced within the article.)
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LORAS COLLEGE ALPHA CHAPTER WINNERS OF THE
UNDERGRADUATE DELTA EPSILON SIGMA NATIONAL WRITING
CONTEST (National Catholic Honor Society)
Year
1992
1993
1994

Contestant
Emily Meixner
(no entries this year)
Anne Finnerty

1995

Matthew Russell
Mark Evans

1996

John Ham III
Jaci Dunne

1997
1998

Lina Vitkauskas
Lisa Higgs
Lisa Higgs
Robert Kelly
Amy Fabricius
Melanie Mausser
Tricia Behnke

1999
2000

2001

Lora Krogman
Catherine Wegman
Melanie Mausser
Kristyn Kuennen
Melanie Mausser
Elizabeth Loebach
Katherine Levanthal
Cressant Swarts
Melanie Mausser

Entry
“Remembering Childhood”
“Without You”
“At the Kitchen Table”
“Learning to Pray”
“The Last Few Vanishing
Inches Between Us”
“Age”
“Lessons”
“My Vietnam”
“This Is Supposed to Be”
“Self-Preservation”
“When an Angel Smiles”
“The Ninth Month”
“The Transﬁguration of our
Savior”
“Where Are You Going?”
“Where Water Slowly Carves”
“Divorce”
“Downtown” (2nd place)
“Your Father Looked Hot
In Roller Skates”
“My Juliet”
“Dorothy’s Lake District”
“Unborn Sleep”
“The life you create on the
front lawn”
“Ofﬁce Visit”
“Reveille”
“Broken America” (Hon. Men.)
“Saturday”
“Grass Fires”
“The Crate” (Hon. Men.)

Category
Poetry
Poetry
Informal Prose
Poetry
Fiction
Poetry
Fiction
Informal Prose
Poetry
Fiction
Poetry
Fiction
Informal Prose
Poetry
Non-Fiction
Fiction
Poetry
Fiction
Informal Prose
Non-Fiction
Poetry
Fiction
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Year Contestant
2002 Erich Haught
Celia Venhuizen
Lacianne Schmidt
2003 Rosette Golpashin
Ryan Lubben
Peggy Lucas
2004 Ryan Lubben
Emily Griskavich
2005 Jody Iler
Alison Brogan
Amber Gille
2006 Quentin Smith
Barbara Simon

Entry
“Pressures”
“Mute”
“Climbing Out” (Hon. Men.)
“The Night of the Falling Stars”
“The Janitor” (2nd place)
“America’s Bleeding Pilgrim”
“In the Land of Blue and Red
Doors” (2nd place)
“Movieland” (2nd place)
“Matthew in the Kitchen”
“Joseph” (Honorable Mention)
“The Gray Ghost”
“To China” et. al.
“For Our Memories’ Sake” (Hon. Men.)
“Snake Skin”
“To My Birthday”
“February”
“Indian Summer” (2nd place)

Category
Fiction
Poetry
Non-Fiction
Non-Fiction
Fiction
Poetry
Fiction
Poetry
Fiction
Poetry
Non-Fiction
Fiction
Poetry

*unless indicated, all winners were 1st place.
Loras College began its own DES Writing Contest in 1985. The National Contest
began in 1991 with the ﬁrst winners announced in 1992. With the exception of one year,
when there were no entries, Loras College has always won at least one ﬁrst place.
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LORAS COLLEGE ALPHA CHAPTER WINNERS OF THE
UNDERGRADUATE DELTA EPSILON SIGMA NATIONAL
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS (National Catholic Honor Society)
Year
1992
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

Winner
Matthew Guzzo
Kyle Murray
Kristin Duppong
Rosalyn Juergens
Jennifer Peters
Michelle Ruggaber
Jennifer Gerlach
Scott LeGrand
Elizabeth Rogers

Fellowship/
Scholarship
Fellowship
Scholarship
Fellowship
Fellowship
Fellowship
Fellowship
Fellowship
Fellowship
Scholarship

Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Winner
Celia Venhuizen
Maria Alarcon
Tim Cundiff
Laura Becker
Rachel Rickertsen
Nathan Bahr
Kathleen Volk
Stephanie Theisen

Fellowship/
Scholarship
Fellowship
Scholarship
Scholarship
Fellowship
Fellowship
Scholarship
Fellowship
Scholarship

DELTA EPSILON SIGMA NATIONAL STUDENT AWARD
(3.9/4.0 GPA and evidence of scholarly research. In the year 1998, the Executive Board
decided to award only one per institution.)
Year Winner
Year Winner
1994 Susan Liddiard
1997 Lisa Gerlach
Charles Longo
Jennifer Peters
1995 Regina Doering
Laura Rusch
Kristin Duppong
1998 Carissa McDonald
Doug Fischels
1999 Jennifer Gerlach
Patrick Green
2000 Teresa Duppong
Beth Hill
2001 Elizabeth Rogers
Karla Manternach
2002 Karen Kuhle
Kyle Murrary
2003 Sara Wieland
1996 Rosalyn Juergens
2004 Rachel Rickertsen
Matthew Roeckers
2005 Kathleen Volk
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RULES FOR THE DES CONTEST
1. One submission per person per category.
2. Open to all students attending Loras College.
3. Manuscripts may be submitted in any of four categories: for creative writing
(a) poetry, or (b) prose ﬁction or drama; for expository writing, either (a)
informal, personal essays, or (b) scholarly, research-type work. Prose
manuscripts: 1,500-5000 words acceptable. Scholarly papers should attach
an abstract, include primary sources, and aim at the achievement of some
fresh understanding or original insight. Emphasis placed on the quality of
writing. Documentation should follow one of the established scholarly
methods such as MLA or APA. A long poem should be submitted singly;
shorter lyrics may be submitted singly or in groups of two or three.
4. Proposed length: 1-10 pages for prose; 1-3 pages for poems (50-150 lines
total).
5. Audience: the paper should be directed toward an educated audience—not
one, necessarily, completely knowledgeable in the subject area, but one
interested in discovering new ideas.
6. Veriﬁcation: the paper’s facts must be veriﬁed by a faculty member of the
concerned department (only needed for research abstract). Faculty signature:
required on the cover sheet after facts are veriﬁed. No signatures needed
for other categories.
The annual deadline is February 14. You must submit 1) two typed copies
AND 2) a copy of the document in Microsoft Word on either a 3.5-inch
IBM formatted disk, CD-ROM, or e-mail attachment. Send to the DES Vice
President, designated each year. Direct any questions to Dr. Donna Bauerly,
Alpha Moderator, donna.bauerly@loras.edu.
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